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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the efforts of the second twelve months of a con-
tinuing program (the first year's efforts being under A ir Force sponsorship ) 
of experimental measurements to investigate the possibility of coupling 
between ground le ve l and ionospheric effects through the propagation of low 
frequency acoustic waves . The two troposphe ric sources considered in 
this study are the static firing of large rocket engines at NASA/MSFC and 
the occurrence of local thunder storms. The observing system cons ists of 
a network of three, short-baseline, near ve rtical inc idence hf D oppler 
sounding paths near Huntsville, Alabama, each operating with three simul -
taneous transmission frequencies. 
The report discusses the general operation of the experiment and the ex-
perimental findings relative to ionospheric dynamics phenomena caused by 
static test events and local meteorological disturbances . 
A three-dimensional acoustic ray-tracing computer program is briefly 
described, and a Fortran listing is given . 
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In April of 1967 an experimental program was begun in the vicinity of 
Huntsville, Alabama to study coupling between ground level phenomena and 
ionosphe ric effects, concentrating specifically on perturbations produced 
in the ionosphere by the static firings of large rocket engines at NASA / 
MSFC and by local meteorological disturbances. Due to the nature of these 
"sources, II it was assumed that any coupling which would be detected was 
achieved by the mechanism of vertically propagating low-frequency acoustic 
waves. 
The basic observing technique employed in this experimental program has 
been remote radio s e nsing of the ionosphere by hf vertical incidence Doppler 
soundings, in which the apparent variations in the received frequency of 
various vertically propagated ultra- stable hf/ cw radio signal s are monitore d 
at a single receiving site on the ground. The resultant Doppler shifts are 
related to the dynamics of the ionospheric region in which the waves are 
reflected. Details of this measurement approach have been given by a number 
of workers 1, 2, 3. The first year of this research program was sponsored 
by the Rome Air Development Center, under contract F30602- 67 - C- 00 16, which 
called for the establishment of one near vertical incidence Doppler sounding 
path, over which three fixed frequencies in the range 2 to 6 MHz were con-
tinuously transmitted. Data were collected for some five months. 
This report describes the results of a second year of effort in the Huntsville 
experimental program. The objectives of this second phase were similar to 
those of the first year, but the observing system was substantially expanded to 
include three different near vertical incidence Doppler sounding paths of 
differing lengths , each transmitting three simultaneous frequencies . The ex-
periment was operated over a period of eight months, and included approximately 
1000 hours of operation in which all nine signals were simultaneously present, 
in addition to many more hours in which a smaller number of signals were 
recorded. Figure 1 (a) shows the configuration of the four sites established 
near Huntsville, Alabama, for this phase of the program, with the relevant 
distances between the ionospheric reflection points and the NASA/MSFC static 
test stands. Figure 1 (b) shows the same map, with the distances marked 
between ionospheric reflection points. 
The results of the first year's experimental operation have been reported else-
where 4, 5 but can be summarized briefly as showing encouraging evidence of 
ionospheric perturbations being pr oduced by several of the static rocket tests 
which were monitored. It appeared that the acoustic output spectra of the various 
tests were sufficiently similar to rule out variations in test characteristics as 
being the cause of the limited number of successfully detected events, and it seems 
likely that either the characteristics of the intervening media or the electron 
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Figure 1 (b ): E xperimental configuration for monitoring ionospheric perturbations 
~----------------- -- - -
therefore responsible for this aspect of the observations. The results for 
the case of thunderstorm induced interactions were few and inconclusive. 
The expected perturbations due to traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID's) 
and solar flares (SFD's) were observed in substantial numbers. 
The intent of the second year's program was to substantially expand the 
observing capabilities, so that a three-dimensional, short-baseline picture 
could be obtained of the ionospheric perturbations which the Doppler sound-
ing technique could observe, and to extend the Doppler data processing 
procedures to improve frequency resolution and optimize data presentations 
for different effects. The use of three frequencies over each of the three 
transmission paths shown in Figure 1 provided continuous monitoring of nine 
differ ent points in the ionosphere at three different heights. 
The results of the second year's program are the subject of this report. In 
addition to a summary of the experimental operations, detailed discussions 
of data taken during static firings, and data showing effects related to local 
meteorological disturbances, appendices containing a log of the data collection 
periods, and the Fortran listing and description of an acoustic ray-tracing 
program adapted for use in this study, are included. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL OPERATIONS 
A. EQUIPMENT 
The principal equipment development effort in this program consisted of 
the installation of transmitter sites at the Pulaski County Airport near 
Pulaski, Tennessee, and at the Limrock Elementary School, located near 
Woodville, Alabama. At each of these sites, two 70-foot towers were 
erected, and three inverted vee antennas were installed: two at right angle s 
to each other on one tower, and one on the second tower. Coaxial cables 
were laid and buried in the ground between the antennas and the three 
transmitters housed in existing buildings at both sites. Oscillator units, 
consisting of power supplies and individual crystal oscillators in shielded 
cans ,were fabricated for each location. 
Heathkit DX-60A transmitters were employed, but they proved to be diffi-
cult to maintain in continuous operation for long periods of time. Utilizing 
certain suggestions made by John E. Jones of ITSA/ Boulder in this regard, 
and after some additional troubleshooting by Michael Thomas of Avco/ 
Huntsville, they were modified as described in Appendix A. These changes 
proved to be adequate for continuous operation for periods of the order of 
weeks. Several Viking Valiant transmitters were also placed into service 
during the program as replacements for the Heathkits, and these proved 
to be more easily adapted to the required mode of operation as well as 
considerably more reliable. 
Frequency allocations available for this expe riment were 6. 185, 5. 735, 
4. 760, 4.081, 2. 732, and 1. 9985 MHz. At the Cotaco Creek site, the 
transmitters and oscillators were set to operate at any three of these fre-
quencies, designated here as fl' f2' and f 3• At the Limrock site, the 
transmitters were operated at fl + ~, f2 + ~ • and f3 + ~ , while at the 
Pulaski site they were operated at fl - ~ , f2 - ~ , and f3 - ~. Values 
of ~ ranged from 10 Hz to 2 Hz, the latter value being adopted in the later 
portion of the program when it became apparent that this provided adequate 
separation between signals for all except the most drastic Doppler varia-
tions. In this format, a single receiver at the Avco/Huntsville receiving 
site, tuned to frequency fl' actually received three signals, all of which 
were recorded together on a single track of the magnetic tape recorder. 
The three transmissions clustered about each frequency were not resolved 
into separate signals until the spectral analysis process, where frequency 
resolutions of the order of tenths of a Hertz were sufficient to display the 
independent variations of each transmission. Also in the latter portion 
of the program a 30 second break in all the recorded data was placed at 
the beginning of each hour, and this proved to be the simplest and least 
- 5-
confusing method of depositing a permanent time reference on each of the 
three data channels. 
Figure 2 shows a typical 24-hour sequence of Doppler records taken with 
the Cotaco transmissions only, for three different frequencies during 
February 15 -16, 1968. A log of all the data collection periods in the 
operation of this experiment is given in Appendix B. 
Two microbarographs of the type developed by Claerbout 6 were built and 
placed at the Limrock and Pulaski sites, to be operated together with a 
similar unit built under the earlier RADC program. Several months of 
data were taken successfully with the RADC microbarograph, which was 
operated at the Cotaco site and later at the Avco/ Huntsville plant. Approx -
imately a month of data was collected with the microbarograph at the 
Limrock site. Considerable difficultie s were encountered with the ink-
type strip chart recorders during unattended field operation, and this 
proved to be the limiting factor in the amount of data collected at the Lim-
rock site as well as the total cause of the fact that no data of any signifi-
cance was recorded at the Pulaski site. 
A narrowband electronic filter was built with an effective bandwidth of 
2 Hz, to be used for separation of the three clustered signals at each 
experiment frequency when conducting spectral analysis of the recorded 
data at a playback speedup factor of 64 times. This is required for 
amplitude variation analysis of the individual transmissions, and is easily 
positioned in frequency over the signal of interest during the processing 
sequence. 
B. DOPPLER DATA RECORDING AND PROCESSING 
It developed that the Ampex FR-ll07 tape recorder being used to record 
Doppler data on magnetic tape at the Avco/ Huntsville receiving site was 
capable of operation at two slower speeds than the previously employed 
15/16 ips. Either 15/32 or 15/64 ips could be achieved by replacing the 
existing capstan drive shaft with one having 1/4 the circumference, a 
standard item available from Ampex. This was done, producing the 
following three significant improvements in recording and processing pro-
cedures: 
(a) One 10-inch reel of magnetic tape covered approximately 49 
hours of data, instead of the previous 12 1/4 hours, and the re-
ceiving equipment required proportionately less attention for 
continuous operation. 
(b) Spectral processing at the same playback speed utilized before--
60 ips--increased the effective frequency resolution by a factor of 
- 6-
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four, and expanded the frequency scale of the analyzer output (in 
terms of the Hertz/ inch of the re sultant spectral record) by the 
same amount, regardless of the processor involved. This change 
aided substantially in identifying small Doppler deviations iIi the 
recorded data. 
(c) Spectral processing time for routine analysis was reduced by a 
factor of four over that previously required for the same period 
of data recording. 
The only apparent disadvantage of this approach was that the output of the 
spectrum analyzers is then compressed in time by a factor of four. This 
has proven to be beneficial in identifying longer-period Doppler variations, 
however, and could of course be eliminated by slowing the tape playback 
speed anytime fine time resolution is required. 
It became apparent that achieving the same increase in resolution and ex-
pansion of the output display for the older data recorded at 15/16 ips would 
aid tremendously in its analysis also, so it was arranged to re-record 
selected earlier tapes in a fashion which would allow further effective speed-
up in the analysis process. It was then possible to process any of the data 
tapes at several different speedup factors, with the resolutions and process-
ing times shown in Table 1 for the two most commonly used RADC DRC 
analyzers. 
C . RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF STATIC TEST SHOCKS 
One of the features of static tests which seems to be important in consider-
ation of possible resultant ionospheric effects is the propagation of the 
shock wave generated by the explosive onset of the engine burn. It was 
suggested by Dr. Gideon Kantor at Avco/ SSD that the work of Allen and 
Weiner 7 with the EMAC probe concept might be applicable in this context. 
They examined in detail the pos sibility of utilizing radar returns from 
acoustic shock fronts to measure wind velocity, turbulence, and air 
temperature- -the so - called electromagnetic acoustic probing technique. 
Previous tests of this concept performed by the Midwest Research Insti-
tute were severely limited in observable range by the high acoustic fre-
quency used in the experiment (about 20 KHz). Instead of radar reflections 
from an acoustic multiple wave train, Allen and Weiner proposed reflections 
from a single acoustic shock front by coherent integration of the pulsed 
Doppler radar signal. They suggested propagating an acoustic shock wave 
generated by a single sinusoidal half-wave pulse whose wavelength corres-
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such source at significant power levels was available, but the larg e static 
tests at MSFC provide both a shock wave at ignition and tremendous 
energies at the frequency range of interest. 
The 15 second firing of an S1B engine on January 25 was monitored using 
the 3 cm wavelength CPS-9 weather radar available at the MSFC meteoro-
logical station, but without any positive results. A second attempt to 
observe the static test shock, using the MSFC weather radar and the ESSA 
10 cm installation at the Madison County Airport, was also unsuccessful. 
In their report discussing the problem of obtaining observable radar echoes 
from shock fronts, Allen and Weiner indicate that the two most crucial 
factors are the range at which observation is attempted and the electro-
magnetic wavelength of the radar. In an example which they compute for 
an FPS-20 radar (23 cm wavelength and 5000 kw peak power output), it 
is estimated that the maximum range for observation, as suming conditions 
of low atmospheric attenuation and with no turbulence or steady transverse 
winds, is approximately five miles. The presence of turbulence decreases 
the range limit significantly, and transverse winds reduce it drastically. 
On the matter of wavelength, they demonstrate theoretically that the radar 
wavelength should be longer than the transverse thickness of the shock 
front being probed. It is not clear at present what thicknes ses are typical 
for static tests shocks, but for sonic booms the thickness appears to be on 
the order of 1-20 cm8 , 9. 
Applying these facts to the static test situation, it seems possible that the 
MSFC weather radar may operate at too high a frequency (3.2 cm), and 
it seems likely that the ESSA radar is too far distant (approximately 10 
miles with 60 kw) even though its frequency is more appropriate (10 cm). 
Allen and Weiner had also suggested that coherent detection techniques 
be employed to enhance observation of any moving fronts, and neither 
radar employed here had that capability. 
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Ill. STATIC TEST RESULTS 
One of the prime initial motivations of the Huntsville experi mental Doppler 
sounding program, and the aspect of the study which has been the subject 
of the principal effort to date, is the idea that the release of energy during 
the static firing of a large rocket engine on the ground might be sufficiently 
great to produce a measurable perturbation in the ionosphere, at least 
directly overhead the location of the test. The results of several other 
earlier experiments encouraged this. In 1966 Marcos 10 reported that it 
was possible to generate an ionospheric pe rturbation, detectable with 
vertical incidence Doppler sounding techniques, by flying a supersonic 
aircraft in a trajectory which focused the resultant shock front at a point 
in the upper atmosphere. In the same year, Barry, Griffiths, and Taenzer 11 
reported that substantial, predictable ionospheric perturbations were observed 
by vertical incidence phase sounders following the explosion of 500 tons of 
TNT at ground level. So the possibility of low frequency waves propagating 
upwards into the ionosphere from a source with sufficient energy at the 
requisite frequencies was clearly established. 
During the course of the first phase of this program, the fact that several 
sta tic tests firings had previously been monitored elsewhere for the purpose 
of detecting possible ionospheric effects came to light. The details of these 
tests and their effects were described in an earlier report 5, but the essence 
of these results is repeated here for the sake of completeness. In the winter 
of 1964- 65 Stanford Research Institute personnel monitored three static firings 
of solid fuel, one million pound thrust engines, near San Francisco, California, 
using a vertical incidence swept-frequency ionosonde located 48. 5 km from the 
test stand 12. In each case clear evidence of Sporadic-E-like traces appeared 
following tests, at frequencies considerably highe r than any background 
Sporadic-E otherwise observed. The onset times of this phenomenon varied 
considerably, and will be dis cusse d in more detail below. For two of these 
tests, fixed frequency vertical incidence phase path s ounde rs were also operated 
on several frequencies at varying distances from the test stand, and positive 
indications of ionospheric perturbations were obtained in the resultant phase 
records, although the details of these variations have not been reported. In 
February 1966 a vertical incidence ITT phase sounder was operated at four 
frequencies during the static firing of a 3. 6 million pound thrust, solid fuel 
engine near Miami, Florida. Notable perturbations appeared in the phase data 
on all four frequencies, and unusual and significant Sporadic-E-like echoes 
were also observed in the records, which were taken some 60 km from the 
test stand. 
With these results in mind, the Doppler records taken during 30 static rocket 
engine tests at NASA/MSFC have been processed and analyzed in detail in an 
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attempt to identify ionospheric perturbations associated with the ground level 
firings. The particular booster engines involved are the FI, the SIB, and the 
SIC, with 1. 5 million, 1. 6 million, and 7.5 million pounds of thrust, res-
pectively. It was decided, on the basis of considerable experimenting with 
various frequency and time scales for presenting the Doppler records, that 
the output of the narrowband Rayspan analyzer at a speedup factor of 128 times 
was the most useful for analysis of static test period data, representing an 
expanded frequency scale without excessive time compression of the data, and 
this processing format was utilized to produce the uniform set of static test 
Doppler records presented in Appendix C. 
Thirteen of the test records show secondary traces which can be considered 
as being possibly due to vertically propagating wave motions generated by the 
static tests. For ease of analysis the candidate signal traces have been ex-
tracted from these thirteen cases and reproduced in Figures 3 through 6, with 
approximately 50 minutes of record being given in each case from the time of 
onset of the test. A great deal of consideration and visual analysis of the data 
records has gone into the selection of these candidate effects. Most of the 
data sequences were spectrally analyzed a number of times with differing 
processing gains in an attempt to positively identify the existence of any small 
amplitude secondary traces which may have been present. An illustration of 
this process is found in Figures 40 (b) - (d) in Appendix C, in which the same 
segment of data is reprocessed with three different gain settings. The candidate 
traces selected from these figures are shown in the 10 May 1968 case in Figure 
6. Since, as is evident after even a cursory review of the data presented in 
Appendix C, any effects which may be associated with the static tests are of 
the same or smaller Doppler deviation magnitude than the perturbations which 
occur naturally on the Doppler records, and since they may also be of smaller 
signal intensity , the selection process leading to the data presented in Figures 
3- 6 is necessarily subjective and based on the analystt s experience with vertical 
incidence Doppler data and his educated judgment of what the various signal 
traces and their variations represent. 
With these qualifying statements in mind, it is useful to consider the COmmon 
characteristics present in the secondary traces shown in Figures 3-6, in an 
attempt to consider what they may indicate collectively concerning their re-
lationship (if any) to the static firings which they follow. First, the frequency 
shifts of the candidate traces show a negative Doppler deviation, which is what 
should occur for perturbations moving away from the observer. Second, the 
secondary traces can be conveniently grouped into three classes: (a) those 
which begin with a large negative deviation with respect to the main signal 
trace, and then show a decreasing amount of negative Doppler with time until 
they merge with the main trace; (b) those which begin at the main signal trace 
and show with time an increasing amount of negative Doppler deviation with 
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main trace, but which occur for only a brief period and/or have an essentially 
c onstant negative amount of Doppler deviation with respect to the main trace. 
The 20 April 1967 data is an example of the first type; the effects in the 3 
August 1967 data which begin approximately 20 minutes after the onset of 
the test are an e xample of the second group; and the Limrock data for the 
21 February 1968 test exhibits behavior of the third category. 
The first two types of effects are suggestive of the presence of an overdense 
rising reflecting surface. In the first case a second reflecting raypath is 
established (not necessarily at vertical incidence) from the rising surface 
before it reaches the height of reflection of the main (and undeviated) signal. 
Due to refractive effects, as the height of reflection of this secondary surfac e 
nearS that of the undisturbed raypath, the effective Doppler shift is decreased, 
until the two signal traces merge when the rising surface passe s through the 
undisturbed reflecting region. In the second case, the secondary reflection is 
not established until after the rising front passes through the undisturbed 
reflection region, and it then continues to maintain a second raypath (probably 
at oblique angles) as the refractive effects of the reflecting region are diminished 
and the Doppl er deviation reaches larger values more representative of the 
velocity of the frontal surface. This latter situation is similar to the effect 
observed when the principal vertical incidence refle ction signal is lost at night 
due to the decrease of foF2 below the ope rating frequency, a good example of 
which is seen in the 6. 185 MHz data shown in Figure 2 around 2000 CST. 
The third class of traces, unlike those of the first two groups, show signal 
strength amplitudes similar to those of the main undisturbed traces, and 
exhibit a negative Doppler shift which does not meet at any point with the main 
trace. These suggest the formation of dense Sporadic-E-like clouds which 
move away from the test stands and the Doppler sounding path. It should be 
noted in this regard that the Sporadic-E-like echoes which were observed by SRI 
following the static tests which they monitored increased in apparent range 
with time, indicating either vertical propagation or (more likely, given that 
the sounder, located 48. 5 km from the test stand, was probably receiving the 
echoes at oblique incidence ) horizontal motions away from the observing region . 
One fact to be noted about the data in Figur es 3- 6 is that none of these secondary 
traces is , unfortunately, unique to the static test period data (although their 
occurrence in general is rare), and one may draw one of two conclusions from 
this fact: either (a) these traces are not related to the static test occurrences, 
or (b) there are other sources of vertically propagating waves in addition to 
static tests. In any case, these traces are definitely not similar to those 
associated typically wi th horizontally traveling atmospheric waves, sometimes 
called traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID's). 
One other parameter to note is the length of time elapsing between the static 
firing and the onset of the ionospheric effects. The travel time for a vertically 
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propaga ting sound wave to reach an ionospheric height of 200 km from the 
ground should be on the order of 10 minutes, assuming an average sound 
speed of 300 m/sec. But no consistency is found in the candidate effects in 
this regard. Several of the apparent perturbations begin within a few minutes 
after the start of the test firing. Some occur within 10 to 20 minutes after 
the firing, which would be reasonable for simple acoustic propagation, and 
a number appear to onset after a 30 minute delay. Here again it is useful to 
consider the results of other experiments, and the data presented schematically 
in Figure 7 is intended to show the various delay times of the ionospheric 
effects which followed the aforementioned static rocket firings monitored by 
SRI and ITT, as well as the data obtained by Barry , Griffiths, and Taenz er of 
Stanford Research Laboratories (SEL) following the ground level explosion of 
TNT. It can be seen that time delays of the three basic orders observed in 
the Huntsville data also occurred in these cases. (The dotted lines extending 
from the Es occurrences in the ITT data are intended to indicate that data 
records before and after the intervals covered by the solid lines were not 
available for analysis. ) 
More recently, Kaschak has reported on the times of arrival of low frequency 
acoustic waves at long distances from the trajectories of large launched rocket 
engine s 13, showing the propagation of acoustic waves with supe rsonic velocities 
(500-1000 m/sec) and subsonic velocities (190-240 m/sec), in addition to the 
more usual waves with group speeds of the order of 300 m/ sec. Furthe r, any 
combination of one, two, or all of the three types of propagated waves may be 
observed following a particular launch. (Unfortunately, it has not been possible 
to date to detect acoustic waves associated with static rocket firings at long 
distances 14.) Thus, although the physical understanding of either the super-
s onic or subsonic wave propagation is at pre sent lacking, it is clear that the 
firing of large rocket engines can produce waves of all three speed classe s, 
and that the existence of thes e types of propagation can be used to explain the 
differing time delays found in the Huntsville observations. 
It should be noted here that the Huntsville static firings did not produce 
any notable effects in microbarograph records taken dur ing the sixe tests 
for which such data was available. This seems reasonable in view of what 
is known of the acoustic spectra of static tests, given the 30 second pe riod 
upper frequency cut-off of the microbarograph sensors. ) 
From the preceding discussion, then, it is possible to suggest a model for 
the occurrence of atmospheric effects following ground level static tests of 
large rocket engines. Since the aco ustic spectra of the burn period of static 
tests does not show adequate energy at frequencies sufficiently low enough to 
support propagation to high altitudes 5, it can be concluded that any upper 
atmospheric effect must be due to the shock waves generated at engine ignition 
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(with a range of velocities) at some distance from the test location, and 
continue to propagate essentially vertically up through the ionosphere 11. 
On some occasions the vertical temperature profile and the sequence of 
horizontal wind shears existing between the ground and the lower ionosphere 
are of such a nature that acoustic energy is not permitted to reach E or F 
region heights in detectable amounts. (See a discussion of this point in 
Appendix D.) On other occasions, conditions are favorable for the formation 
of Sporadic-E-like clouds, which move away from a position directly over 
the test stand with the wind speed prevalent at their height of formation . On 
yet other occasions a detectable wave continues to propagate to F region 
heights and produces a vertically propagating reflecting surface as it passes 
through the reflection region of the main signal. The velocities of propagation 
of the detected perturbations present a physical puzzle, but the SRI, ITT and 
Kaschak results present convincing ev idence of both subsonic and supersonic 
acoustic wave propagation in addition to the expected sound speed motions. 
One more interesting point should be considered here. In all the Doppler 
records showing perturbations following NASAl MSFC static tests, the candi -
date traces are of a secondary nature, existing in addition to the main and 
undisturbed signal return. In the cas e of the Barry, Griffiths, and Taenzer 
phase data, and in the two available cases of phase path records taken during 
static rocket tests (the ITT record of the 24 February 1966 test and the Avco 
phase-locked loop data of 3 August 1967 g iven in Figures 46-47 of Appendix C), 
the apparent phase perturbations appear in the princ ipal reflected signal, and 
no secondary echoes or signals of any type are observed. Also, in these 
latter two cases the maximum Doppler shift calculable from the phase data is 
less than O. 1 Hz , and in the case of the ground level TNT explosion the 
maximum Doppler shift would approach 1.5 Hz (since the explosion contained 
rather large energies at much lower frequencies than is the case of static 
tests 5 ). 
It seems therefore that if a simple acoustic wave were propagating upward with 
normal sound speed from any of the Huntsville static tests, it might not be 
observed in the Doppler records due to the small frequency shift which it would 
likely produce. Thus perhaps the only effects which might be observed in 
addition to Sporadic-E would be the motions of secondary reflecting fronts 
whenever they might exist and if they possessed sufficient density perturbations. 
This is because the Doppler measurement technique is particularly sensitive 
to signals being returned with substantial frequency shift, even though the 
s ignal strength amplitudes of the returns may be small. It seems clear that, 
with the difficulties apparent in relating small Doppler perturbations to specific 
static tests, a vertical incidence phase sounding measurement approach would 
be strongly recommended for any further investigations of this nature. 
The evidence amassed in this section for the existence of ionospheric pertur-
bations generated by the static firing on the ground of large rocket engines 
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leads convincingly to the conclusion that such coupling can occur . Taken 
individually, the Doppler data records collected in the Huntsville experi -
mental program are not adequate to demonstrate this coupling, but taken 
together as a group they do permit the conel usion that low frequency acoustic 
waves can propagate from the static test event to ionospheric heights and 
create observable Doppler perturbations there . It may also be stated that 
strong evidence exists for modes of aco ustic wave propagation at both super -
sonic and subsonic speeds . 
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IV. THUNDERSTORM OBSERVATIONS 
As a result of an initial suggestion made by Pierce and Coroniti 15 , one of 
the purpose s of this experiment has been to look for ionospheric Doppler 
variations which might be related to meteorological phenomena. Various 
indirect evidence, largely statistical, for relating meteorological and 
ionospheric effects has been present e d over the years (a summary is given 
in Reference 5), but until recently no evidence linking specific disturbed 
weather conditions with specific ionospheric events had ever been presented. 
The concept of Pierce and Coroniti grew out of the fact that certain fre-
quencies of atmospheric pressure oscillations are preferred for vertically 
propagating pressure waves 3 , and these are present in significant magni-
tudes in the thunderstorm cloud-top oscillation data reported by Anderson16 
There is now some doubt as to whether the vertical motions of individ ual 
cumulus towers possess sufficient energy (although Pierce and Coroniti 
estimate 10 17 ergs for a single oscillating cumulus tower) to produce 
detectable effects at ionospheric heights. Nor do the thunderclaps occur-
ring in meteorological storms possess sufficient energy at low enough 
frequencies to generate ionospheric disturbances 17. But as a result of 
Pierce and Coroniti's suggestion, Georges of ITSA/ ESSA began looking in 
his steep incidence Doppler sounding records (taken on a network of paths 
surrounding Little Rock, Arkansas) for variations related to meteorological 
phenomena, and reported twelve instances in which he observed extended 
sequences of otherwise rare oscillations with three to four minute periods 3 , 18. 
And in each case he found strong echoes in weather radar data taken in 
the vicinity of his observing stations. According to Georges, these oscil-
lations can persist intermittently for several days, have no apparent 
connection with geomagnetic or solar activity, exhibit an apparent upward 
phase velocity when seen on multi-frequency soundings, and are sufficiently 
localized geographically as to appear only on those paths of his network 
which are themselves located over the radar-indicated disturbance region. 
In every case of the appearance of these oscillations on the Doppler records 
which he examined, a weather disturbance was also present; the converse 
was not true, however. 
The Huntsville Doppler records have since been examined for evidences of 
similar three-to-four minute period oscillations, with a number of occur-
rences being found. Figure 8 shows a 2. 735 MHz vertical incidence cw 
phase record taken with the Avco phase-locked loop device which was 
tested for a short period at Huntsville 5 . Thunderclouds were visible 
shortly after 1400 CDT, as indicated by site personnel on the record, and 
the hourly weather radar summary plots for this day show signs of dis-
turbed weather conditions developing over Huntsville between 1345 and 1445 
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and cease at about 1530; the weather radar records show a removal of the 
disturbance from the Huntsville area between 1545 and 1645 eDT. The 
vertical incidence Doppler records taken during this period did not give 
any positive indication of similar oscillatory behavior, however. 
Figures 9(a)-9(d) contain twenty hours of Doppler records which exhibit 
the most marked occurrence of 3- 5 minute period oscillations observed in 
the data collected at Huntsville, The oscillatory behavior begins at about 
2200 eDT on 15 May 1968 and lasts to 0630 eDT on 16 May. The weather 
radar summary charts first show disturbed regions over the Huntsville 
area on the 2245 eDT hourly map for 15 May, and these continue until the 
1145 eDT map the following day. There is an abrupt cessation of the 
Doppler oscillations at sunrise, even though the storm activity continues 
into the morning. 
The most remarkable feature of this record is the fact that for each frequency 
on which these oscillations are visible, they are in phase (within the 30 seconds 
resolution of these particular records) on the two or three transmissions 
present. This means that the ionospheric reflection regions under surveillance 
at each frequency are moving up and down together under the influence of a 
vertically propagating wave. That this effect could not be produced by any 
horizontal wave motion can be seen by considering the horizontal separation 
distances of the three ionospheric reflection points shown in Figure 1 (b). 
Even at the sound speed of 300 m/ sec, it would take on the order of 2 1/2 
minutes for a horizontally propagating wave to travel between the Pulaski and 
Limrock path reflection points. Or in the worst case, if a wave were moving 
horizontally in a direction perpendicular to the line between the Limrock and 
Pulaski sites, at 300 m/sec it would take 74 seconds for it to pass from the 
reflection points of those two paths to that of the eotaco path (along the line 
marked "minimum time delay path"). Thus the oscillations must be due to 
vertically propagating wave motions with periods of 3- 5 minutes. In contrast, 
the oscillations present in the Doppler records before 2000 CST, at which time 
the Fredricksburg magnetograms show mildly disturbed behavior, are out of 
phase by the order of minutes on any given frequency. The magnetic distur-
bance condition subsides after 2000 CST, and no indication of magnetic activity 
is present during the 3-5 minute period oscillations sequence. 
Figure 10 contains 5 1/2 hours of Doppler records taken on 11 March 1968, 
showing the beginning of a sequence of 3-4 minute period oscillations beginning 
at about 1950 CST in the higher frequency records. A tornado was sighted 
near Huntsville at about 2000 CST, and the weather radar summary charts 
show the first signs of severe weather disturbances in the hourly map issued 
at 1945 CST; these continue to at least 2345 CST. (No Doppler data was 
recorded after 2302 CST.) No indication of disturbed magnetic conditions is 
present in the Fredricksburg magnetograms for this period, and again the 
oscillations are in phase for each frequency on which transmission were 
recorded. 
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It is important to note that without the presence of three simultaneous 
and spatially separated transmi ssions on a single frequency, it would not 
be possible to positively identify the existence of vertically propagating 
waves. For example, with two paths it could always be conjectured that 
a horizontally propagating wavefront was in operation with a fortuitous 
directional orientation that caused it to onset at both reflection points at 
essentially the same instant of time. But his cannot be the case when the 
oscillations show phase concurrence over three different paths with reflection 
regions separated by distances between 26 and 48 km. Thus, these data 
provide the first positive identification of the vertically propagating nature of 
the waves associated with the characteristic 3-5 minute oscillatory period$. 
Not all the Doppler data recorded during the entire Huntsville experimental 
program has been reprocessed with the expanded frequency scale spectral 
analysis which is necessary to detect these small oscillations, so no statis-
tics of occurrence of this phenomenon are available at this reading. The 
next step in any further analysis of the meteorological coupling phenomenon 
using this data would be to survey all the Doppler records (after they have 
been appropriately processed) for occurrences of these oscillations. Then 
the hourly weather radar summary charts should be scanned during all the 
hours that the Huntsville Doppler sounding experiment was operated, and a 
list compiled of all the times during which severe weather disturbances were 
present in the Huntsville area. The size of the logical intersection of these 
two sets of data, compared particularly with those cases in which Doppler 
oscillations were observed when no weather disturbances were extant, would 
then provide a measure of the confidence that should be placed in the inter-
pretation that these oscillations are indeed caused by thunderstorms below. 
Those periods in which thunderstorm activity occurred without producing 
detectable ionospheric oscillations -- and these should be numerous -- would 
likely indicate the pre sence of conditions in the temperature and wind profiles 
of the intervening atmosphere which inhibit the upward propagation of acoustic 
waves at these frequencies. 
The evidence of Georges and the results detailed above, lend considerable 
weight to the identification of the 3- 5 minute period oscillations in the 
Doppler records as indications of tropospheric-ionospheric coupling throu~h 
the mechanism of long period acoustic waves. Further analysis along the 
lines discussed above, and additional measurements during months when _ 
storms are characteristically frequent, should aid in evaluating this tenta-
tive conclusion. 
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V. OTHER PHENOMENA 
Three other types of Doppler perturbations are worth noting, because 
their unique appearance clearly signals their presence when they occur. 
On some mornings following ionospheric sunrise, a sequence of long 
period oscillations is present for an hour or so, as illustrated in Figure 11. 
Here the variations have a period of approximatel y 20 minutes, and pe rsist 
for perhaps 70 minutes. On the day previous to this record, no oscillatory 
behavior of note is observed during or following sunrise. Both of these days 
are among the five magnetically most quiet days in April, and no indications 
are present on the Fredricksburg magnetograms to distinguish the two sunrise 
periods. The relationship of these apparent motions to the occurrence of 
sunrise seems fairly clear, but no explanation is presently available for their 
generation or, for that matter, their lack of generation, on any particular 
day. 
Figure 12 shows some 12 hours of Doppler records, the feature of interest 
being the spreading in the Doppler signals occurring on all frequencies 
between 0000 and 0300 CST. The magnitude of the spread increase s wi th 
signal frequency, and all the traces show the presence of several very long 
period oscillations, the amplitude of which also increases with frequency. 
One possible explanation of this effect, which has been observed on a number 
of different occasions, is the occurrence of Spread- F conditions in the iono-
sphere over Huntsville. Without ionogram data it is not possible to confirm 
or dispr ove this, and the correct explanation is still an open question. Mar ch 
24 was one of the five magnetically disturbed days of March 1968, and this 
correlation appears to prevail in the several other cases of this phenomenon 
which have been observed in the Huntsville Doppler records. 
Figure 13 shows the simultaneous occ urrence of a series of several oscillations 
on all freq uencies and paths, with a pe riod of approximatel y three minutes, 
beginning at 0010 CST on 21 April 1968 . The Fredricksburg magnetograms 
show similar oscillations in all components at this same time. Norman Chang 
of ITSA/Boulder indicates that this effect is occassionally observed in all 
Doppler records, always accompanied by magnetogram oscillations, but that 
its nature is not presently understood. 19 He reports that similar oscillations 
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It is clear that the results of this study, taken with similar measurements 
reported elsewhere , demonstrate that it is possible for ground level sources 
to generate acoustic waves of adequate energy and sufficiently low frequency 
to propagate upward to ionospheric heights. Some of the resultant electron 
density perturbations in the ionosphere are subsequently detectable by hf 
vertical incidence Doppler sounding techniques. 
In the case of static fir i n g tests of lar g e rocket engin e s , it has been shown 
that, in addition to the e x pected v ertically propagating simple acoustic waves 
traveling with the speed of sound in the medium , it is possible on occasion 
for the test to g enerate waves with both higher and lower velocities. In many 
instances , however , no Doppler observ able ionospheric perturbations are 
produced whatsoev er. 
In the case of local thunderstorms , e v idence has been added to a growing body 
of data which demonstrates that long sequences of ionospheric oscillations with 
periods in the 3- 5 minute range may be produced by low frequency acoustic 
waves propagating upward from meteorologically disturbed regions. In 
particular, data has been shown which proves that these waves are indeed 
propagating vertically, as distinguished from the common horizontal wave 
mo tions which are constantly present in the ionosphe reo 
It can be inferred from the d i scussions of the difficulties of detecting small 
amplitude, slowly varying motions in the ionosphere with the Doppler sensing 
technique(primarily because it is a velocity sensitive measurement) that, in 
the cases of both static rocket tests and local thunderstorms, it would be of 
considerable ass i stance to employ a radio sensing technique with more sensi-
tivity to the small scale perturbations in electron density occurring in the 
radio raypath reflection region. The hf vertical incidence phase sounding 
technique has been shown , in other e xperiments discussed in this report, to 
possess a substantial capability in this regard, and it is therefore recommended 
that implementation of such instrumentation be seriously considered in any 
further experimental programs of this type. 
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APPENDIX A 
MODIFICATIONS TO HEATHKIT DX60-A TRANSMITTERS 
(Prepared by Michael Thomas, Avco/ Huntsville) 
-39-
The Heathkit DX-60A amateur transmitters selected for use in this experi-
ment proved to be unreliable when operated continuously for long periods 
of time in the cw mode. Several minor circuit changes were required to 
alleviate this condition. It was also necessary to adjust inductors L2 and 
L3 to allow the transmitters to operate at frequencies other than those in 
the normal amateur bands (refer to the transmitter schematic drawing in 
the manufacturer's manual for the circuit elements described here). 
Modifications 
1. Resistors RIO and R30 were changed from 4700 ohms and 22K ohms, 
respectively, to 12 K ohms and lSK ohms. The purpose of this change 
is to shift the bias point of the power amplifier tube from about -40 
volts to about -60 volts and thus to prevent the tube from destroying 
itself should the drive signal be lost. 
2. Resistor R28 was changed from 10K ohms at 2W to 10K ohms at 5W, 
since under normal operating conditions this resistor dissipates 
about 1. SW. 
3. Cathode bias was added to both of the 6CL6 tubes. This was done with 
a 330 ohm 1/2W cathode resistor and a O. 1 mf SOV bypass capacitor. 
Without this modification the plate current becomes excessive if the 
drive signal is removed. 
4. Tank coil L2 was removed and replaced with several molded rf chokes 
(National type R-lSSO). These chokes are soldered directly to the 
switch wafer, relieving the nece s sity of tapping a continuously wound 
coil. The exact value of the coils depends upon the desired frequencies. 
S. The power amplifier tank coil L3 was replaced by a section of Air Dux 
#14l0T coil stock and then tapped at the appropriate points. 
-40-
APPENDIX B 
DAT A COLLECTION LOG 
- 41-
Tape No. Date Start Time Stop Time Frequencies 
96 9/27/67 1526 CDT 0405 (9/28) Cotaco 2.732 MHz 
4. 081 
6.185 
97 9/28 0741 1525 Pulaski 4.081 
6. 185 
98 9/28 1529 0406 (9/29) 
99 9/29 0747 1538 
100 9/29 1545 0400 (9/30) 
101 10/2 0745 1610 
102 10/2 1615 0430 (10/3) 
103 10/3 0750 1600 I 
104 10/3 1610 0425 (10/4) 
105 10/4 0845 2100 
106 10/5 0800 1530 
107 10/5 1535 0350 (10/6) 
108 10/9 0810 1530 
109 10/9 1535 0350 (10/10) 
110 10/10 0800 1520 
III 10/10 1530 0345 (10/11) 
112 10/11 0745 1520 
113 10/11 1530 0345 (10/12) 
114 10/12 0745 1525 
115 10/12 1535 0350 (10/13) 
116 10/13 0815 2030 
117 10/16 0813 1545 
118 10/16 1547 0402 (10/17) 
119 10/17 0751 1526 
120 10/17 1531 0346 (10/18) 
121 10/18 0753 1531 
122 10/18 1535 0350 (10/19) 
123 10/19 0750 1535 
124 10/19 1537 0352 (10/20) 
125 10/20 0753 1535 
126 10/20 1545 0400 (10/21) 
127 10/23 0800 1615 
128 10/24 0755 1610 
129 10/25 0745 1542 
130 10/25 1545 0400 (10/26) 
131 10/26 0807 1622 
132 10/27 0857 1530 
133 10/27 1532 0347 (10/28) 
134 10/30 0745 CST 1530 ~ 
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-Tape No. Date Start Time Stop Tim e Frequencies 
135 10/30/67 1535 CST 0350 (10/31) 
136 10/31 0745 1552 
137 10/31 1555 0410 (11/1) 
138 11/1 0809 20a4 (11/2) 
139 11/2 0800 2015 (11/3) 
140 11/7 0854 2109 (11/8) 
'7 141 11/16 1115 2330 
142 11/30 0759 1534 Cotaco 2.732 MHz 
4.081 
5. 735 
143 11/30 1536 0351 (12/1) Pulaski 2. 732 
4.081 
5. 735 
144 12/ 1 0750 1545 Limrock 2. 732 
4.081 
5. 735 
145 12/1 1543 0358 (12/2) 
. . ~ 146 12/2 1145 2400 147 12/7 0920 2135 IntermIttent 
148 12/9 1510 0325 (12/10) operation 
149 12/ 11 0843 2058 of 
150 12/18 0810 2025 Pulaski 
151 12/19 0737 1952 and 
152 12/20 0810 2025 Limrock 
153 12/21 0756 2011 transmitters 
154 12/27 1538 0353 (12/28) ! 155 1/3/68 1540 0355 (1/4) 
156 1/25 1145 2355 Cotaco j 2.723 MHz 
Pulaski 4.081 
Limrock 5.735 
157 2/6 1430 1555 (2/8 
158 2/ 12 0900 1000 (2/14) 
159 2/14 1330 1520 (2/16) 
160 2/16 1530 1630 (2/18) 
161 2/19 0800 1010 (2/21) 
162 2/21 1025 1225 (2/23) 
163 2/23 1245 1300 (2/25) 
164 2/28 0855 1000(3/1) 
165 3/4 1530 1630 (3/6) 
166 3/7 0755 0855 (3/9) 
167 3/ 11 0750 0800 (3/13) 
168 3/ 13 0805 1400 (3/15) 
,1, 
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Tape No. Date Start Time Stop Time Frequencies 
169 3/15/68 150~ eST 1600 (3/17) 
170 3/18 0750 0805 (3/20) 
171 3/20 0810 0745 (3/22) 
172 3/22 0750 0850 (3/24) 
173 3/27 0800 0800 (3/29) 
174 3/29 0810 0910 (3/31) 
, 
175 4/1 0740 0740 (4/3) 
176 4/3 0750 0740 (4/5) 
177 4/5 0745 0845 (4/7) 
178 4/8 0755 0855 (4/10) 
179 4/11 0750 0850 (4/13) 
180 4/15 0800 1520(4/17) 
181 4/17 1530 1535 (4/19) 
182 4/19 1540 1640 (4/21) 
183 4/22 0825 1530 (4/24) 
184 4/24 1535 1540 (4/26) 
185 4/26 1540 1640 (4/28) 
186 4/29 0755 eDT 0810(5/1) 
187 5/1 0815 0915 (5/3) 
188 5/3 1500 1600 (5/5) 
189 5/6 1510 1610 (5/8) 
190 5/9 0740 1530 (5/10) 
191 5/10 1535 2205 
5/15 0730 0115 (5/17) 
192 5/27 0814 0816 (5/29) 




DOPPLER DATA RECORDED DURING STATIC 
TESTS AT NASAl MSFC 
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_ I 
Table 2 lists all the NASA/MSFC static rocket engine tests which have been 
monitor ed by the Doppler sounding exper iment at Huntsville, including data 
taken under both the preceding RAnC program and the pre sent study reported 
here. 
As discussed in Section III of this report , all the static test Doppler records 
were reprocessed with uniform time and frequency scales on the narrowband 
Rayspan analyzer at an effective speedup factor of 128 times. This results 
in a frequency display with approximatel y 1. 3 Hertz per record inch, with a 
processing resolution of 1/12 Hertz. Figures 14 through 41 in this Appendix 
reproduce those records. 
Figures 40(b) - (d) are reproductions of the same data interval, processed 
with increasing gain in the spectrum analyzer, to illustrate the problems 
encountered in identifying small amplitude signal traces in the presence of 
other strong signals. It should be clear from these three records that 
intensity modulating the displayed signal trace to indicate amplitude level s 
is an inadequate, though efficient, processing technique when more than a 
few decibels of amplitude resolution are encountered. 
Figures 42 through 48 are reproduced from a report written earlier during 
the course of this experimental program 5. They contain D oppler data 
processed with different time and frequency scales and resolutions, and are 
given here to aid in the interpretation of certain small amplitude traces which 
are related to the static firing events (see Section III). Figures 46 and 47 
show phase path variations and perturbations recorded with the Avco phase -
























NASA/MSFC Static Test Firings Monitored 
by the Doppler Sounding Experiment 
Date Start Time Duration 
4/20/67 1301 CST 40 seconds 
5/9 1705:31 CDT 35 . 3 
5/19 1328:06 25.004 
5/22 1733 145.7 
5/22 1800: 59 46.004 
6/9 1300 41 
6/14 1400 41 
8/1 1500:00 3 
8/3 1920:00 40 
8/16 1352 41 
9/1 1103 46 
9/28 1303 44 . 39 
10/19 1300 45.18 
10/26 1311:57 43.70 
11/16 1316 CST 45. 31 
11/30 1313 44.85 
12/19 1640:24 35. 50 
1/25/68 1708 15.50 




































Table 2 (Cont 1d) 
NASA/MSFC Static Test Firings Monitored 
by the Doppler Sounding Experiment 
Date Start Time Durat ion 
2/14 1630:01CST 15.20 
-'-
2/20 1306 0.00''-
2/20 1440 25.56 
2/21 1640 3.00 
3/12 1337 25.75 
3/19 1257 25.44 
3/27 1258 26.54 
4/9 1639:59 35. 39 
4/23 1640 145. 30 
5/10 1458 CDT 90.74 
5/15 1535 121. 30 
















20 April 1 7 
1301 CST 
Fl-61 
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Figure 15: Doppler data record, 9 May 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 16 (b): Doppler data record, 19 May 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 21 (b): Doppler data record, 3 August 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 


























Figure 24 (b): Doppler data record, 28 September 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
· . 
Figure 25: Doppler data record, 1" Uctober 1967: Huntsv ille, Alabama 
. ' ... . .... .' 
26 October 1967 
2,732 MHz 
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• 1 Hz 
+ 1 
t 
F ig u r 
4 . W 1 MHz 
25 Janu ry 1 
11CO CST 
2 ·132 MHz 
30: D oppler data record, 25 J a nuary 1968 : Hunts v ille, Alabama 
SID -49 













Figure 31 (b): Doppler data record, 6 February 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
Figure 32 (a): Doppler data record, 
14 February 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
-74.,. 
Figure 32 (b ): Doppler data record, 
14 February 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 33 (a): Doppler data record, 




5.735 11Hz 1 Hz 
20 February 1968 F1-75 
1306 CST 0 .00 sec 
(test aborted at ignition) 
2.732 z 
Figure 33 (b): Doppler data record, 
20 February 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 33 (c): Doppler data record, 
20 February 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
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21 February 1968 
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Figure 40 (b): Doppler data record, 10 May 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 








Figure 40 (c): Doppler data record, 10 May 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 40 (d) : Doppler data record, 10 May 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
processed with high analyzer gain 
• • 
Figure 41 (a): Doppler data record, 
15 May 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 41 (b) : Doppler data record, 
15 May 1968: Huntsville, Alabama 
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5.735 l4Hz 1 Hz 
1100 c...:DT 
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20 April 1<)67 Fl-ll1 
1301 CST 40 sec 
+ 2.5 liz 
6 .185 MHz 
1300 1310 1320 1330 1340 1350 1400 1410 CST 
Figure 42: D opple r data record, ZO April 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
1330 1400 cor 
1330 
4.760 MHz 
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Figure 44: Doppler data recora, 14 June 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
1430 
3 August 1967 SlC 
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2.732 MHz 
Figure 45: Doppler data record, 3 August 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
--------------------- ----
Figure 46: Phase-locked loop data record, 
3 August 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
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Figure 48: Doppler data record, 16 A ugust 1967: Huntsville, Alabama 
1430 cor 
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APPENDIX D 
THE PROPAGATION OF ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVES 
THROUGH THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE 
(prepared by Charles Moo, Avco/SSD) 
-102-
The pr opagation of acoustic- gravity waves to ionospheric heights from the 
troposphere is complicated by the presence of temperature and wind gradients 
in the intervening medium. These serve to extract energy from the incident 
wave, depending on wave frequency UJ and the wind velocity and temperature 
profiles. The mean atmospheric density decreases with height, and the wave 
amplitude is inversely proportional to the square root of the mean density, 
so that if energy per unit volume is the same at two heights , the amplitude 
will be correspondingly larger at higher altitudes. Hines 21 has estimated 
that vertical energy fluxes of the order of 1 erg cm- 2 sec- l are required to 
obtain waves of the sort tvtically observed in the ionosphere . Gossard 22 
and P ierce and Coroniti 1 computed fluxes leaving the troposphere of the 
order of 100 ergs cm- 2 sec-I, orders of magnitude above that required for 
observation at ionospheric heights if the waves were free of dissipation and 
reflection through the intervening atmosphere. Thus extensive and significant 
mechanisms for attenuation must obtain. 
Viscosity and thermal conduction 23 dissipate atmospre ric gravity waves at 
thermospheric heights, especially at the high frequency end of the spectrum. 
More important for troposphere-ionosphere coupling are the roles of thermal 
reflection and wind shear filtering. Hines 24 and Friedman 25 show that 
although thermal reflections at mesospheric heights reduce the energy coupled 
to the ionosphere, a major_ portion of the wave spectrum of acoustic-gravity 
waves would pass through to the lower ionosphere. 
Of apparent major importance in restricting troposphere-ionosphere coupling 
is the possible occurrence of "critical layers", in which the wave frequency 
is Doppler shifted to zero, as measured in the reference frame moving with 
the background wind of the layer 26, 27, 28. Under the conditions in which 
WKB approximations can be applied (i. e. for large Richardson number 
R = 
where Wb is the Brunt frequency and V the horizontal wind speed) Bretherton 
showed thlit, for a travelling wave group with dominant frequency w and 
horizontal wave number kh , there is a critical level at which the Doppler 
shifted frequency 
= 
vanishes, and the wave in effect is not propagated above this level. Further-
more, the total wave energy of a wave packet is not conserved but is pro-
portional to ..n... "Changes in the wave energy occur becauee an upward 
pr opagating internal wave is assoc iated with a vertical transfer of horizontal 
momentum, and in a shear flow there is a continual transfer of energy between 
the mean flow and the wave, as the momentum is transferred up or down the 
mean velocity gradient (Eliassen and Palm 29 )11. 26 
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APPENDIX E 
ACOUSTIC RAY-TRACING PROGRAM 
(prepared by Sheldon Weinstein, Avco/SSD) 
-104-
A three-dimensional acoustic ray-tracing computer program , originally 
developed by Pierce 20 at A co/SSD, has been modified slightly and re-
written in a format suitable for general purpose usage. The principal 
change incorporated into Pierce's skeleton code was the replacement of 
his rather simple numerical integration method by a standard Adams-
Moulton integration routine with error checking and variable step size. 
This was required in order to reduce the errors accumulated when 
integrating along a raypath with steps of fixed incremental length. 
The following is a brief, user-or i ented description in outline form of the 
es sence of the program, the required input data,and its outputs for 
operation on the A vco IBM 360/75 computer, utilizing the SC-4020 digital 
microfilm plotter. D etails of the mathema tical approach and its computer 
implementation are found in Pierce's report. 
1. Purpose 
Integration of the three- dimensional atmospheric acoustics ray- tracing 
equations in a temperature and wind stratified atmosphere, winds being 
considered two-dimensionally within each stratum. 
2. Equations 
...n.. 
dt c 2 
= 




dx kx + Vx c
2 
= dz k z 
(2) 
J\.. 




-fi.. = 1 - k v - k v ( 4) 
x x y Y 
2 ..n. 2 2 2 
k = 
-Z- - k - k (5) z x y 
c 
kx 
sin Q cos ~ (6 ) = 
c 
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sin Q sin 0 
c 
c = ~ 1. 4 x 8. 3144 x 1 0 - 3 
1 29 
x (T +273) 
where (see Figure 49) 
t dependent variable time (sec) 
~ ~ dependent variables - horizontal distances (km) 
z independent variable height (km) 
vx"2 horizontal wind velocity components (km/ sec) 
V y ) 
T air temperature (OC) 
c sound velocity (km/sec) 
Q elevation angle, measured down from the vertical 
o azimuth angle, measured clockwise from north 
3. Numerical Integration Method 
(7) 
(8) 
The solution of the set of three differential equations, (1), (2), and (3), is 
performed by Adams-Moulton integration. The method is implemented with 
a standard computer library predictor-corrector integration routine, using 
a four-point Runge-Kutta corrector scheme. Integration steps (in height) 
are of variable length, selected by the predictor-corrector procedure so as 
to bring the difference between the predicted and corrected values of t, x, and 
y to within error tolerance limits specified by the program user. 
The advantage of this approach is maintenance of the required accuracy of the 
dependent variables, by checking the differences between the extrapolated and 
interpolated results for each incremental step and changing the step size of 
the independent variable to control accuracy while optimizing program speed. 
Operationally acceptable error limits have been chosen by requiring the ground 
to-reflection and reflection-to-ground halves of the height vs. time raypaths to 
be symmetirc about their reflection points, a condition which can be invoked 




plane - stratified geometry 







Figure 49: Ray-tracing program geometry 
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derived are currently preset in the program in UPBND and DNBND as 
follows: 
-2 
UPBND = 10 1, 1 (upper bound on errors in t, x, y) 
DNBND = 10-4 , 10- 2 , 10-2 (lower bound on errors in t, x, y) 
If the errors in any of the variables exceed UPBND, the step size is decreased 
to improve accuracy. If the predicted and corrected values of all the functions 
differ by less than DNBND, the step size is increased to reduce computer time. 
4. Input Data 
4. 1 Atmospher ic Profile 
4. 1. 1 Title Card 
Any information in columns 1 - 72. 



















Real - Decimal Point/FlO. 0 
-#-
Remarks 
This card signifies the end 
of the Profile Data. 
4. 1.4 Parameter Cards 
The following parame ters are input via Variable F ield Input. The parameter 
name followed by its value is punched in columns 2 - 72. A blank is the 












Initial v alue of Elev ation Angle (Degrees) 
Final -tt-
Step -.r 
Azimuth angle (Degrees) 
Initial Height (km) 
Initial Time {s ec} 
'u'litial horizontal coordinates {km} 
(km) 
Increment for Time Tic marks (sec) 
on summary graphs 
~::: 
Note: If parame ter is not input, this value is used. 
4. 1. 5 End of Parameters 











1 Any integer This card signifies the end 
of parame ter input. 




This card signifies the end 
of all data. 
* Note: Additional cas es consisting of items 4. 1.4 and 4. 1. 5 may be 
placed before the End Card. 
5. Output 
5. 1 Atmospheric Profile Table 
5.2 Input Parameter Table 
5.3 Ray Table for each specified elevation angle 
5.4 Plots of Atmospheric Profile 
5. 5 Plots of Ray VaT'iables 
5. 6 Summary Plots of Ray Variables 
-109-: 
Figures 50-55 show program-produced plots of sample input temperature 
and wind data, as well as vertical profiles of orthogonal wind components 
and sound speed derived therefrom. The particular temperature and wind 
profiles repr esented here were synthesized from the following sources, 












MSFC balloon release 30 
1901 UT, 20 April 1967 
Whi te Sands MRN 31 mean 
wind direction and vector speed 
values for April 
Average midlatitude ionospheric 
meridional and zonal wind 
patterns, after Ros enberg 32 
Mid-latitude upper atmospheric 




MSFC balloon release 30 
1901 UT, 20 Aprill967 
Standard atmosphere 34 mid-
latitude spring/fall 
Model atmosphere 34, spring! 
fall, exospheric temperature 
of 800 o K. 
Figures 56-61 show computer drawn summary output plots of raypaths traced 
at an azimuth of 45 0 , using the above data, through a series of elevation angl 
between 1 0 and 81 0 , in 10 0 steps. (The small numbers at the ends of the ray 
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Figure 50: Acoustic ray-trac ing input data: 
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Figure 51: Acoustic ray-tracing input data: 
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Figure 52: Acoustic ray-tracing input data: 



































WIND PROFILE lA. 20 APRIL 1967. HUNTSVILLE 
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Figure 53: Acoustic ray-tracing input data: 


























WINO PROFILE lA. 20 APRIL 1967. HUNTSVILLE 
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Figure 54: Acoustic ray-tracing input data: 
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Figure 55: A coustic ray-tracing input data: 
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Figure 56: Acoustic ray-tracing output data: 
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Figure 57: Acoustic ray-tracing output data: 
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RANGE TO THE EAST CK~) 
Figure 58: Acoustic ray-tracing output data: 
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Figure 59: Acoustic ray-tracing output data: 
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Figure 60: Acoustic ray-tracing output data: 
y-distance vs . time 
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WINO PROFILE lAo 20 APRIL 1967. HUNTSVILLE 
TIME (SECONDS) 
Figure 61: Acoustic ray-tracing output data: 
height vs. time 
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All the plots shown in F igures 50-61 are drawn and annotated automatically 
by the SC-4020 plotter'. Detailed tabular printouts of the raypath trajectories 
are also optionally available. 
6. Computer Program 
A Fortran IV listing of the program for the Avco IBM 360/75 computer and 
detailed flow charts of each section of the program are included at the end 
of this appendix. 
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FOR TRAN IV LISTING OF 
ACOUSTIC RAY - TRACING COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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C I\L L S'-TUD« HT<:; , f' , ~ -
r: 11.1 L ,I=TIII1 (~f-JX S ,P.,XC; 
CALL S f= T'JP ( ~H v<:; , S , Y S 
C 1\L1 ,r-Tl lP ( P. H~ I.""OTr-- l , I. , I\no T~ 
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~ tV: (10 
MANOO 
-,'1 A"J 0 0 
"'IANOI) 
'1ANOC 
(J('ICf\Qrs)=os()oTlcrO\Jc;T*(TC O(NChPDS) f.. TCK») "IAN"" 
V'I.,[SQ = V'<:IUtCh..:illS l 1C''LXl UICA~OSJ_ __ ___ "1ANO" 
VVISQ = VYI ( ICA~f)q*VYI ( !(6Rf)<:; ) M~N00 
VT I (NCARllS) = s...oQ Ul'<..L.SQ... .L'LYI S __ . _______ ._ _ _ _ ______ _J'1ANOO 
W~ I(~Ci\p ns ) = D \Tf~2(VXr('lCApn~)tVvI(NC4RDS» *RADDFG MANO 
\\~ I TE ( 6~ 5). ,1\1.c.~R.!1S •. ll! "1~.sL .. v.ll L"l.C~R!lll.JlYLLNC.t.R.!lSJ.. .... _ . _. __ . .. __ ~ __ MAN.OO 
1 TE MO ( CARO~l,CT(NCAqnC;) MANOO 
~ C APJlS=~J.cARD.s . . ___________ .MANO 
IF("Ir.AQD,).LF.~0!) Gn Tn 110 MANO 
_ ._. _______ . AND...! 
'--IQ. IT F ( f:. , h ) 
GO TO lC O.o 
}3S NCAROS~~CAF~D.s-=-_~l ____________ . ________ __ 
DO l2.0 __ L=:.2 , ~ :.l.:l.Q....:'"'~ _____ • ____ _ 
J = I - 1 
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• DO=: \" . ):' 
Jl= o= 1 
n( Y'">=ll, . '- f) 
flC Y~=]I:; . "''1'' 
r L L ~ r r: ..., T" ( I( ,( P , II y . , '/ '( I , Z { , • I P D , . .. p , ~ V P , ~ c:; p , . J ~ P , TIT l F , 
~o ""''''X , ~~f1scn , :r" , ~I:; , eLY , ec yo,"IX Jn , vlo , UD , lYJn , YLP , YUO) 
\.LL .'{f OT« " , <.y.." VYI , 71,'J P , no " , vp , ~l~r , J( O, TITL!= , 
1; (l I) Y, l:r:" , .. ,r n , ' r;"' , !}LXP , "C yo , \,JXJP , XlP , XUP' Y'1P ,Y L? , YUPI 
r~lL rr QT1 ( I('(o , <.vp , ': T, ZI " o , ''''0 , VD , '5P , '1(P , TrTlF , 
' ) , "P C , I S C P , "! c..., , '.;. , C' Y'l , ~ C Y P , • J Y:" ? , X L P , XU P • ~ J Y'l 0 , Y L P • v UP) 
r ~ l 'I J C P. T "l, ( K Y D , " Y I) , 7 { , ~I ° P , n \l , V !) , "J" P, J C P , T r 1 I 
-t ,\jljT , -3SCD , ' != ·l , .~r , 1/ P , ,)C Y? , XCP , )fLP, XIJP , ~ Y CJP , YLP ,y UO ) 
(II ll 'l ("T1 ( I(Y" , ,{YD , 1 , 7J, n') , 1')1'), ' V , 'JSP , '!r: o , TIT F , 
< ~~.r) , .,\psc n , !F"" , ~-;.' , 9C P , oc..y~ , X.JP , XLIl , XUP , . Y)P ,Y LP ,Y UP ) 
r ~ L '\ T r ( T ':l ( I( I( , J( Y D , 7 T , 0 ..... (' n? , II po , \I J P " V P , <; 0 , '~( P , T [ T l != , 
$ A sep , Q-'!JC , ~.F;:> , !::;~ , ;. c'( , f)C YP , IIJXCP , '<L P , XU?,'lY OP ,YL O,( UD ) 
CIIll T( t.'T1 (1( D , vyP , TCM 'q "{ , \lpo , Jf) , II/VP , \,JSP , ICo , TITL F , 
1: rpn T , .. POl , 'lFP , UGO , ~C'P t QC Y~ , ,t: P , Kl..,. , x.UP . ~J Y Q? ,Y LD , yU':») 
?()0 U crrJT nWE 
, P TTC(£" , 7) 
, c, nnl l 
Ll)O VI J ~C F'11=\I cn H!=T 
In lsn T-= ITy r::TI , [T'cn=,ITHcT<; 
'11=T*I)[GRA9 
(' . L L ' T 1 U ( "I TAP , Z <> t 1 I , C 7 , r T ) 
}\I<\(= O<; 1 ~ (A[) 7-DC:J~ ( L'l)f CZ 
AK y =nS T ' ( ~J ) 'H)q ( pI n l/ e7 
L S= 1 
IP I T=('I 
7 S.'\! = Pl YZ!.J0LT ) 
, ? l. T = t-I P L T [. 1 
0LY! ( ~J?lT ) = I ' ln 
') LX T ( ~ . " L T) = T'1 D 
DlYX( 1 LT I -= Xl] 
D YY( IDlT ) -= yv'o 
I,) l -= 1\1 D L T [. 1 
"LY7 ( PI1 ) -= 7<> • 
PL'(~ ( ~DL T) = TT J 1S 
P~YY ( I') IT) = XT1T') 
'1LYY ( 1(1 T ) = y T]TS 
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1 .~., f '1/1' T I \11: 
TI;:T~=I 
W? TTC( fJ , C' ) T !~CT" , DHfT , TT '-' T~ , )(T1Ts ,YT nT~ 
r,rl L T= T 
C'I U ~.TC-<T3(I<V , '<VD, PLXT , ~LV7 , IPD , t,I I )D , ~NP , IC::P , 'JC P, TITll=, 
~~ '1 S r: T, Ill{ n II , N r: 2 , N G ? • or....x? , 1: C Y P , ~J X J f-' • X L I) • ...xu P • N Y J P • Y L P • Y UP ) 
t: Hl I"> <:' T ' TV(~,':::l ',71 q ,1 ~ 1 5 ) 
CALL L~ e LV(DI">LT,7 5~ ,l Ol~ ~ ,1, ~ ) 
(' .'\ LI D I? I "J TV ( 11 " n F:;R C r: ~ , • q "~ • 10] '» ) 
C!'I.Ll PQI 'TV(3 . ' .1\[ ', 11.~ t _ ?99J __ . __ 
C fI L L L " P I V ( fl H I I , 7 0"·' , :> If g , £. , 1 , t.. ) 
C LL Dqr~TV ( 3 ,' Dc;:r;~r:.fS ' , ..31::5 . 99CJ ) 
("Ill 4 I C~T3 ('< -":P , KY.P_ .. _PLX.J , _ PLYX , NP , NDP , VP , NSP , 'JCP, TITL E, 
'Ii t. .~ ~ CT . 'l R n X)( , J t:: r • ~ v; P , f") C X 0 , f") (: Y P • '1J)(:l r , X '- D. X" P , f\l Y 1">, Y L P , v \J fl ) 
CAU PC:I.'T\l ( 3 ,' FL ', 713 . !1l5 ) 
r,-1Ll L"f-l V(f)PLT ,7 C::f1 ,l'" ') , h , 1 , 4 ) 
C ~ L L P R I NT V ( 3 " DE G R£:E.S-!... .. e 0 ~ ... 1 01 5 ) 
(tIll PP I "'TV ("'l,' A7 ',711, nag ) 
CA LL U\c-L V ( P.H I I, 75~, 9.'1.5t .. 6 • .• 41 
r,\,-, . prr":TV( Q,' f)1=r.PFI=~ ', ~n6 , ')QQ ) 
rMl " Ir:-~T~(l<XP,l{yp, DlXT , f)lyy,T\lPp, /\Jn p,"Jvp,'1~r, ' JCP, TITlF, 
J\3 S( T, ~R DYY , NF 0 , .N.G P , 2C...X~ , !:lC.YJ> ,.NXOP ,XLP., XUP , !\I Y'l P, Y.lP, YUP) 
C fI, I. , P j:' I ~! TV ( 1 , ' '= l ',71 '1 , 1 r 1 '" I 
CA LL L'\BLV(QPLT.75.D ,l..c..L5 ... .6..,.l 4.1- _ _ _ 
f\ ll PRT~TV ( q,' ~I=GRr~S 't 806 ,101 5 ) 
C\LL 1''' PITV ( 3 , ' .~l ',71 S_..;z..:;7-:L~ 
r fJ. L l l .\ P. I. V ( P H T I , 7" f1 , q '1 Q , 6 , 1 , 4 ) 
en L pq !l'lTV ( 3 .,' C'E.GP_EJ".-S.!.e..3ll.6... _ .9.9...q 
C /I.L L .'\ I C R" T 311C .f -K Y.Y, _..!?.LY..X.... __ .£L~NP P . j\9P , NV ~ ,NLP.I_.U .T LE t 
~Dn xx, nRrYY , NFD , ~G P,DCXp,ncYP,NXOD,XLn,rUp,NYOP,YLP,YUP) 
('tLl pqJ~TV ( l ,' rl ',7 1R ,1 ( 15 ) 
C!I. L L L.A:3 L V ( 0 P L T , 7.5..0-,-.1 O"LS.....~ ,.!t L __ ._ 
( ~lL pqPITV ( g ,' f) c GP.f:=cC; ·, 80t, ,l()1"') 
CAL L P q I T V ( 3 • ' al .'" 7.LB.. .. --92 a ._ _. __ _ 
f '4ll ,fI13LV (PI-'T r,7 50 , 'Y)Q , 6 ,1,4' 
Cl\LL pr-: 1. TV ( B. .' I=GRCl:~~.o.>..~,--,=.::J...J-_____ . ___ . 
'":AL L A I CI.! T3 ( IL 0, KYJ~ DLY.l. "NP P, i\!.Op ~HV?, NS P , NCP , _T...lILE, 
'~Q r"\ )()(, ,., q f) 7 7 , t,\1= " , t>; r, P , I) r X P , n c V P , IIJ X .l P , X L P , )( UP , · Y'l P , Y L P , Y I J P ) 
C:\L I. P" T 'TV (")',' rl ',71 '3 ,1 f1 1,» ) 
C <\ L L L A E l V P LT , 7 ': n Lill..5-..,.J-__ ....... =----
~ A ,_ L D ~ T TV ( P " n F GR 0:: F c:: , , 8')'" 1 0 1 " ) 
C'\ t L PRIr'~T V( .3 , 'AI : '. 7 .93.l __ _ 
r :\ L L I. '\ Q I V ( 0 f~ I I , 7 5" , r, 9 r:' , f- , 1 , t.. ) 
': ..... Ll P':P'TV ( S.' nE:..GSr:-r::c:: ' qn .32.9 l 
(I'L L ,\IC~T2 ( K .ELY po , 1D.p ~ rJVJ> ,~lSP . t'iCP , T1TL£, 
l~IIY Y, "R[l 7 7 , \lFP , 'r,p ,nCXP , DCYD , JX'lP ,l(l D,X UP , /l,j Vr)P ,YLP,Y UD) 
C "· lL PP WTV ( 3 . _' E _,_ Q 1 I) 5.1 . __ 
r ~ 'L l -\ P , "( f)il L T , 7" -: , 1;' 1'), " , 1 , I+) 
('~. ll. pO I : TVI _ 2,..' Of:GQ,E.£. , £":"1' lQ 1:;) 
-------- -~ . 
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CAlL DQI ITV(1 ,' '-Il ', 71R , gog ) 
C. l L L -\ B L V ( P 11 d 5. I"l 9-9 ...4.1 
CAL PetI l TV(~,' OF=GPFF<:; ', Qn 6 , 19q) 
~n 133 IIQ=l,NPlT 
PL YXS Q = DLYX U OJ >'<0..L.Yl(j L1...:;)1. ____ _ __________ _ 
Pl YY SQ = DL YY(II J ) *PL VY( IIQ ) 
VTIX( I 10) = SQRI ( PLYXS _ L..PL'iY-.S0 1 ___________ _ 
r.rJ'H I IJ F 
C I.L TrRT~(K)(D,KVP, VTTX, PLY7 , ~PP , 'I!)P , "JVP , "JSp , i\JC P, TITLI: , 
$ AD DRDZL.. ." . nr E . !'tX liY..Qi> ,YL P t..v UP l _ 
C LL 
CI\lL 
PRHlTV 3 ' E ' 11.3 .. .l.C.15 
LABlV(OPLT , 750,101S,6,],4) 




PRHl.L\L ._.-B . _'._nEG.?~F.s. ~ rI t 01 51 
PP.INTV(1 ,I ~l ',7' ~ , qOQ ) 
L ABLV{EHl 1,75:1., C; '] ... 6. , !.tJ __ _ 
P~INTV(>\ ,' ~r;R~r:S ', R('\6 , qqq ) 
I F (I.~F.TT HFTI ) G TO 1"~ 
Dt YZt,iy = DL Yl (l) 
PLYX . X = PLYX(ll ____ _ 
----- ._----
PLYY'-1X = oLYY(J) 
PL VV:v1X = VJ1-XUL __ . __ . _____ _ 
PLYZ"1N = PLY7(l) 
PL Yx.'1t-.!.._=_ DU'X1..l J ___ _ 
°LYY = PLYY (ll 
PL YV 'lli = VTIX(') 
XTMAX = PLXT(Np O) 
XP.1 L'J .= . PLXT1..ll_ 
GI"J TO 1?7 
11 ~ cn TI UF 
XHtA = ~MA XJ LXI~J..X.I D1J. ___ _ 
XT~T"J = n~JNl!XT\4IN , PLXT(l» 
1. 1 7 cn"J T I NllF 
- -------
1 !J I 
1")'1 140 IT=I,NP P 
DL Y L'~)( _= O~Ul{ \) L YLU I , PI ynU .L 
°LYX~X = DMAXI(oLYX(IJ), DLYX~X ) 
PLY Y"1X.': !)'1AXllPLYY. 'L"'..x.l _ ____ _ 
0L YV"1X = O~A Xl(VTJX(TT),PLYV~X) 
oL YZ "1N = .DMLNl (D Y.2 L~.:.;.ux~ __ 
PLYX ,= ~ I I l!PLYl«(TT) , PL Y X~t\. ) 
LYY"1N = DM I~llPLY'tU ,0 Y M 1 
o LVI/ "1 = . 'A I I 1 ( V T T X ( T f ) , 0 t Y V "1 
COl JT I ~!U E 
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r- 'I: ., r: {L F 1 , 
:> r '.,1 l '~ C I' 
' 1I=P=l 
' I xr' p = ') 
\l Yf'D =2 
)fLD = XT ~ T f\I 
XlI D = XT " AX 
YLP = PLY 7 .... ' I 
YUD = DLYZwj. 
r; 2 0C I=In i~ TI,rTH[ TF ... LTH F IS 
IHl . GT . TTH!=,TTl ~J I= D =" 
~, ~ /I !J ( 1 ~ ) "I f) P , P L X T , n L Y Z , ;'J L Y X ~ ~ L Y Y , V TI X 
C fI. ' l "1 ( RTi(I(.XP , l<Y D , fit )(T, PLY1 , Npr , ~l f) p,~JVP,"l SP , \)C.P , TITLE , 
!, "3S r . T , ::::!EO l! .. IF P. :IS P , C'e x'> . !) CYP , f\JX JP , XLP ,XUo , NYO? ,YL P. ,YU P) 
?: ~ C:1 NTINllr 
') r WT' I t) l' 
(ALL P ? I ~ TV ( l ,' ~Z ', 71 E . ~ C15 ) 
r h L L L~' P. L V ( PH T T , 7 ~n , 1 f) 1 ') , '> , 1 , 4 ) 
C '" L lOP I NT V ( 8 .' 0 f= r.~p ~ E S ' • 3.06 .. l!J J 5 ) 
~ !F P=l 
YLP = Pt YX MI\I 
YU P = !>lYX.,,\X. 
r)o 210 I=ITHETltITf-lETf BElS 
T F ( {.GT. ITHET r) "IIFP=? 
n. FA~( 13) f\!.p P ... llX.J , .?_L Y.l, ~LYX ,P....LY.Y ,VTl X ____ _ 
(~LL ATC q T3(~XD, KYD , PLXT , PlYX,NPP,NDP,NVP,~SP,NCP, TITLF, 
$ I\ESC T, !HIlx..L F e. , ~1G.E ~cx.2. .. D.GYP" ,..NXQP..uP . XllP.~YOP .. YLP, YUP) _ 
cn"1T I"lUF 
--- _._- - ... . ------ -------
QrWPJf'\ l~ 
C LL P R I"TV (.3 .. . ' /\..1.. .! .. .11.8.......L!ll5 -______ ._. ______ _ 
C"lI L~PLV(pYIJ,7c:;1),1()15,f,,l,4) 
CALL PR I NUI ... {..B ' .3..0~-.. LD...l.5 . .l __ -... _~. __ .. ---.- _ 
;>.JFP= 
---------------- ---
YlD =D I YY '.ItIj 
Y UP=Pl YY.~_ 
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READ ( 131 . NPP .. PLXI,D! YZ,P! YX,P 'iY, T _________ _ ____ _ MAN05 
"'1 A 10 ') CALI AIC'H3(I(.X D ,KVP, PlXT , PLVY, PI' , !!)P , NVP, I\,jSP , Nt:P , TTTlI::, 
$ ... _ A9SCI. _!JRD Y..Y rcxp , r:CYP ,f\JX OP ..... x..LP.a.XUP,NYQP.YI Pa..YllPL 
CO"lTINUE 
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CAL L _ P P. 1. I..\l l ..3 ,.' D E G PEE S t , 8 "6 .. J.) 1 _______________ ._____ J~. 05 
...,AN05 
NFP,=-l . ______ ___ ...... ______ loiAN05 
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YLP = PLY?" 
V I/O = PlYZvX 
lP = P YX 
XUP = PLYX~X __ 
D~ )/; 1 = I THE +-l-J H.E..I.E 
II=(T . r.T .TT I-if= II FP=? 
PEAO C131 ~PD , PlXT,oLYI , P , PLYY , V 
C6 L I\I CH1 (I(XP, Vo , 0lY, °lY, 
1 01.DX X, DRDZL,...~~P:........,,-,-,,-~.L.:.L....o..; 
TV~ ?I(IJ = Pl T( 'P ) 
AR~X = J~ ____ _ 
?-4 IF(T r,n n ?1t 
C '\ L L ru<: )( , P LX I , Y ',!..lBK .. PLY Z , 
C LL 0 nTV ( XV(X'.1 KV I, tyV (Y' -<. ),1 (-' ) 
TMA;-J.KX -= T!..lR E.. '~aK 
r: Tl /~l. 
~'l.6 CO JT r UF 
?3n en [I)f 
nFi41 I,", 'l 
C~ LL P~l TV(3 ,' L ',71 3 , 1 : lS} 
r .1 ,_ tl f V ( PHI T , 7 t: n , ' r 1 5 , ~ , J , 4 ) 
CA LL ORH'TV ! 8 .' OI=GR::E<) '. s(' . 1 0 1S1 
CALL P P T 'TV ( A,' T<A PK ', 71<1 , 9 Q (", ) 
C <\L L L \ r L V ( T" D K , 7 7 4 , ' 1 '1 , ~ . 1 , Lf ) 
"Ffl= l 
'<L P = DL YY ."" 
XlJP = PI VY ,AX 
')n 240 I=TTHcTT,ITt...jcTI= , J t...j 
J F ( I • CT . 1 THE T J) '! F ') = 2 
DF Of1 "), ) 
, ' ') p , ~ JV , "J <; P , \J C P , TIT L F , 
p .~ LP ,.x.up 0, YLP , YURJ 
r \L 
<t, f")?I VY, ''"<'"'77 , ;::p ,' )r;'J , nr:;y 
PLY , . 'po , l!) P , NVP , lS o , 'IlCP , TITLE , 
, ')Cyo , I ')P ,XL ,XUP, 'I Y'lO ,Y D ,Y IJP ) 
T! PI{ = PLXT ( ; ')PJ 
T AIH'X = TIl PI< 
?44 C ( ~~nK'< . GE . T~A~1( C~ ~ 2~~ 
r: \lL AqTl' )( ? , T.'A. '<I(X , f)l XT ,Y lAf)K , P YZ, XV '< , PI YYI 
e LL P LOT V ( :'J X V ( ..<: IA_ R I, '[;{ v ( _'-1 RK J ,1:' 1 
,I, K '( = T ,) K X >. T " P. I( 
G'l TCJ "44 
'4 ') rn T1" I)' 
~4 C CQ~TI U~ 
? [\; J f} 1 ~ - -
C I " I TV! " Z ', 71 , I I " ) 
CALL L BLV I PY1! , 7:~ . lDl ~ , 6 , 1 , 4 1 
r .' l L P Q T I V ( q,' n ') Q c: r <) , , ~ n h , 1 ') I 
CI\, LL ')Q 1 . T ( S,' T '~_K ', 71 " , 399 
'= \U l l\f' lV(T flR<. , 7 l. , QOCl , A , , 4 ) 
~ co= 1 
t [) = ° 1 YV ., 
,< 1)0 = tV' 
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\1 .t\~ O f,C::;fl 
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...,,, !('66(' 
C f F ( I • . ~ T • r T 1-1 ~ T T) ~l r :> = ? 
r. r:''= M)( 13) i\JDP ,oLXT,DLYZ.PlYX,PlYY,VTIX 
C ( /IlL l\l rr:: THI<XTJ.I(V D, VTI'<, r l_ v/ , f\! pn, >'n O,~!VD , ISP , 'CP, TITLc, 
r /I. 91< , J Rf) ZZ, 'J~ P J- !'!S P ,E.C.X.:"1 . DC YP , "IX JP ,X LP, XIJP , "1YJP f YLP. YUP I 
r "t; ') r 'l "JT T ' I I C 
C 
r r r:W T\ln 1">-
C ~ A. L L P R H~T V ( ~ • 'r .. z ',71 3 .. 1 0.1 5 I 
C. (".IL I.A R LV(D ! III,7~ r. ,l r 1 r.; t " ,1,~) 







NCP = 1 )( L P = DI. Y X Iv' 1\1 
Xl IP = Pl YX ~1X 
vI P = PL VY M1\' 
YUP = PL yy ... ,X 
')n ::' = 0 1 = ITI-E TI ,r T~E TF ,r I.l::!£...T S _ 
IF( 1.GT. TTHFTT I 'JFP=2 
~ FAD(13 ) \lDP ,PL XT , PLYZ,PLYX ~ £Lyy ,VTT ~ 
CALL ~I CR T1(KXP , I(YD , PLVX , PLYV , ~Dp , ~~p , ~VP , NSP , ~CP , TTTLf, 
$ Q.Q.OXX . O ~r:YYt"lFP , ~·j GP , D..C..XD, ,) CyDt"lX QP .XLP.tXUP .. ~YOP ,Y.LP,YU PI 
?(,r) cnl\H rll.JtJF' 
Q ~w INn ] ~ 
CAL L PP. I "-lTV L~ ... '.AL ',71 ih Lll5J _~ _ 
U . L L l 0. 8L V ( PHI T ,7 ')("1 , 1 (' 1 5 , f" 1 , 4 ) 
C.O.LL PR If'ITVC8, , _ D£G? EES ' 1106.dQl5J 
G'J TO 2Q(lQ. ________ ._. ______________ ._. ____ ... _._. 
I JJ J CQ\JTINUE _ ~_,~ ___ .. __ _ 
( ·\ll F"AMFV(O) 
Ct\LL DL T"JJ ___ . ___ . _ ___ _ 
-------- - ---
FJR'~AT ( , lACC'JUS T1L..RAY..=J£.ALl.U.G!".J_' _ ' L ________ . __ . __ _ _ 
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7 P1P H ( , 1 ' ) ~AN06q 
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1 ' Pl-tf ', FlO.],! MAN06Q 
2 -' I.CTft.L. T~L ' ____ . ______ ~ ___ . ___________ MAND69 
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I ~1 PL!CI"L £..£AL t...3 _ _ ____ ~
<;ll f3 PJUTPJF D RA"'(AKX , Al(V , r,VX , VY , rnUP , f1XUP , DYUP ,AK1S O) PAROOO 
I3 fJ M=_l . '{t - AKX * v.x -ldt L.:f"_ ............ ________________ ~ ______ .... _______ _ ....r:..~uu.l.L 
1 T U P = f:'.r1~· I r or. *? 
OXUP.=AKX&VX*D.TUfl ________ ~ ___ ~~_ .• _____ _ _____ _ 
-132 ... 
.... yl ) = t< yrvy ,*r'J 1)0 
vlc =Q,rl *'"'TUD -
QJ:: T I J ~ 
J:: !) 
"'PLlCI Rr L*Q ( 0 - 11 , n _ _ ) 
p PO nf,n 
o 6P.f)00 7(1 
P~R0()f'~O 
PAROO .. 9C 
SKI1 00 10 
SK!)00 0 20 
5UB Q1U TI F SKn S T( 'n pT~ , l s , TS , XS , YS , KX , A Y, TTnT , X 1 T , YT T ,L) SK n f01 0 
5KOCO Q40 
5K C 50 H10 1 E 
C 'J' ~ J'J I J 
r n""I'l JlP f 
F'lQ p~rr)lCTn 
o I _ E 'S 1 Q! V L UE l3 J • f) ~ ELL' ~"~4..lJ 
cn ,p"lJ~ l /J It I I 'HK , AKY 
n G = 5 L. 2_5.2.L9.5.l3 L ('l 
Y = , KY* KX f. ,\KV* . I(V 
KX = A X ----
I F ( lS . l T . Zf C'IJ AX» Gn Tn 11 0 
• .J 0_ I T!= ( 6 , 1 ) Z S , .1 I L lAXl __ 
C"Ll >X I 
11 , en ITT 1'1 
I) l 1? ('\ T = ? " ~ I X 
IF ( 1 S • L E • Z I ( 1) l.G D TO 12 ~ 
1:> " C (J ~ I I UF 
,., ,, TF { 7" . F0 . 71 { [ ) I I=TE. J 
J Y=1 
IF ( 7" . r.T . 7 I( 
VY=VX!{ll 
VY = VV1(!) 
C = C I ( ) 
l 11 
l l~ Cr 1. 1 ' UF 
C II "TlU I 1 , 7' , 7T . VX , VX T . VY , VYT , C , C r i 
1 .." 6 C -JI T 1. U E 
T'" = 11 . nr)0 - KX*VX - AK Y*V Y)/ C 
1 I ~ - -co. 
vl<:;~ = T'11*T'1l - 1 I(.y_ 
rrl tK1SG: . GL O. J!J.c. l 
,,? !T ,: ( . '») 71 
I =-1 
~ r. ' n 
'.j ~ T Te l ~ , 7 I A I{ X, i< Y 
(' 1T [ ( /) , .3 ) 
I .... " = 1 
'T UP!) n I l . '"' - 2 , ?""" . 
n 'R.~J ( , I = 1 . ~'; -
)I., " 1 1'1 = 1 . ')n - ? 
' I' l ( 1 ) = . ~n _ 
" I 
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~ 6, (" T 'lP = . 5f) (' 
7.l IlJO= Z S 
I)Ft v. IT = !) . onn 
V:\IUF(l) = T<; 
VALU F( 2 ) -= XS 
VALUFPJ = YS 
I)~ lAG I-=TXX, ~~AX 
H l T '}. TT = Z I ( I ) 
n r I = n A K S ( H LI MI T -l P I r ) * J. 00- 1 
FRE0 -= 1 0 . 0!JO ltt JE_l ________ . ______ . _______ . __ . ___ _ 
LOX -= J 
I F ( H L T'q T • GT • l-I L 1.) G C' ....... T.u.....~_~.:.;>..c  
SKO(lC57( 
SK DOO~ 8'1 
SKr')0')q~ 
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C = Clf]) 
" _______ ~ .... _______ ._ .. _ ____ ___ _. _ .SJ<0001 
Gf) TO 14 6 
CnNT I NI!F 
SAlL ARTLU(3 , HLI"'111 .11.YL~\)Y J-\)YI.JL ... .c.L --- ----- ---
c nN T I~J lIF 







A~2S Q = T~l*TMl - ~KX~Y SK0007 
If(AK?SQ.lE.C.0001 . GU T Q...l.3.IJ _~ __ . __ . ______ . ___ . ____ .__ SKooe8 
1'30 CONTPWE 5K0 008 
15 S CAL L .~ DH4 ,l K{ NEG , D£ L---t--VJ\L UE ... D~Rk,...uP Bl>I[l , ONo,l\ID ,.F.ALI..D4ERE.Q,.HL I MIT. SKOOOA 
1 lQX,lI ND , DFL~IT) <;KDOOB 
GO Tel( 155,15 5 ..... 151 .. 1.52.15.'i..-1..5.6J ..... LQX ----~ _ _ _ -_ ... _____ _ __ . ___ ... ___ ._ - .5.K OQ.C 8 
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CilN TINUF 
N P L T iF N Pl L.L __ ~ __ ._ ~ _ _ __ ____ _ .. _. 
PLXT(NPLT) = V~lUE{l) 
PLYXtNDLT~~~21 _____________________________ __ 
PL YY(NPLT) = VAlU E(3) 





__ __ .. __ SKD009 
S 1(. Don9 
___ . _____ ._.__ ___ S . ..1<D009 
SK00C9 
_____ __ _ ___ ._ SKD009 
SKOOoq 
V. L - = .0.$02 LL\Lx..~....lLY.:';-~ _____ _ . __ _ ._ . ~_~ ____ ~ __ ... S KDCl~9 
\W = 0 . 000 
VY V I ...;c.----'J. Y..t Vl- --- -------
IF(VYVT.LT.l. 0n" ) WO = OAPcnS (VYVT) * RAnDEG 
WRLIEL6 ... 4J- ZlllLD...,.J[A! I IF, VI, WD, AK..l...S.Q-.JAK2SQ __ . __ 
AX 1 Sf) = AK2<) Q 
CQNT.lNUE ___ ~ __ . __ ~_~ __ ._._. _____ _ ~ _ _ _ 
.}JRIIE (6 ~1 _ .. _ 
TTOT = V/lLU~ ( 1 ) 
XICT -= . VALUE~~ __________________ _ 
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______ S1<.ll.O.l 
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TnT = X" 
Y r; = Y2. 
1 = 1 
C LL .... TLIJ( 2 
[. =2 . '1DC 
IVV = VY/VT 
C~ , VXI J VYTJP- . VVI } 
VVT""'D*VYTflD ) 
r F ( V Y V T . T . 1 • "0 Cl. I • 0 = ro [. S ( V Y V T ) >'< D AlH: G 
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., ~ Ii'~, T ( I "'I ' , '1 X , ' ~l I: ~ ~I T , , 1 1 X , , 
L1X ,' VT ' .. 1 3X .. ' .4'l ', 9 X. ,' ~ 
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'1 \ '1 t\J I J I I L I \ / :J ,' v 'i I I) 1\ 1( Y f) 'f''' (' 1 ? "I 
R rr = " • ,q<:; 7-r,)c;1 'l. n 
y~ Y = KX*, KJ f'. I\KY"· A Y 
I<'Y = IlV,( 
':),~KY = fo. KY 
I C ( <; . T . Z I( J~ V)) GO '11 I'" 
,,~, J T r:- ( () I 1 ) 7 <; I 7 r ( ,~ ) 
C,L EY IT 
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• Vl( I' 
• I,( • J = 'T 1 * .... .. - " v 
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1=-\CT~R = . 502 
7P',) = 7<; 
DELloIlT :: Cl . ODO 
VAIUErl) = TS 
VALUF(?) = XS 
VlIllJr:(~ ) = yc::: 
T1 :: TS 
l( 1 :: xc; 
YI :: yc 
.17 = TXX ': 
h'P I 1=(£. , <;) II ~''' , V .... LUE 
n~ l[ r I :: 1,IXX 
.J7 :: JZ - 1 
~'H I " IT :: II(J7) 
')FL :: ( HL I" I T - Z U' n ) * 1 • n -1 
FPf~ = l L . OOO~DEL 
l'1X :: ] 
IF(HLIIT.GT.ZI(U) 
V'< :: VX r ( 1 ) 
VY = VYl(ll 
C = (TIll 
GU T ~ ) Itt: 
~ '~ 'TPJlIF 
C:\LL A"TUJ(3 , hLI:.1L ... Il , IJL,V 
CI)\IT PIUF 
PH = (1.0')0 - AXX*.lIX-
I\I()(L(V 
L, Y. VYl,. 
\K?S = TVl*T~1 -
I~(AK?SQ .L C. OOu !' • ..J-.J-J.--'-.c...J. _______ _ 
l':C C'LL AC'!~?K('I!:: , !.l£.L, \ti ' ~ n D ' , UPD'lD , =' ~ill , f.flCIlJR .. .fREQ. , !:iLl ~l T, 
I L ) X , ~ I ~'n , n r l M J T I 
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Tl :: Tl r 
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f)I\jC2A891'\ 
I 'TO (l1() 
I T00020 
nr r IP" 
C ~ . ~ 
UE I PH "1) 11") 
I ~I T '"'0040 
rf) ' V]~. / Ffl Yf / f. T ( l " ) , V'(T ( ~')" ) , \lYY ( 'V)P) , Z I (1 f)f) } , P XT ( :'00 ). PLY7 ( 60(' ). I 'TO C'C'i0 
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T .... ' J C; I r \' \I ". I I C ( 1 ) 
T 1 = V"I ' Ie ( 1 ) 
Xl = I L LJ~ ( ;> } 
Y1 :: V 1 1);: ( 'l) 
, T2 , X. , Y2 
(,LL : r TLIJ(: , 7! . Ll . C , C , VX , V , VY. , VYI) 
C LI P r '}(lI. l< , ~ K v , C ' ''X , \ly , T\ 0 , XIJ I , Y') 
C\ L )TLU (3 , 7 2 , 11 . C , CJ , VX.~ VXl . VY , V 
r'l\ 0 r • (AI<'X , KV , f , vX , VY . T 10? , 
L'.JS = -1 . (11)0 
'~ T ~ =- T' )f' I * (7 ? -7 ) 
rr( SJ~ . r T . ~ . C: ) PLU = _ ~_J 
1 = l ! <:; * <:; '"'1 ( <;1'\ ) 
I( ISo:' - <7 <;'1 
= \l ~ ~) r. "I( <::, () / 3 . 'r: 
:: _ '!! A/ '1F"1' 
-1 37 -
K2S0 1 
I T l)lf)90 
I ~! T (\(' 1 ('I 
1 JT0f)1 0 
I TO 17 0 
l.lT" O 90 
I 'TOOIO() 
I TOl 00 
I I f)02 l("l 
I ITI) O??O 
r ~ITrl"\ ." 
I IT 824:' 
c 
c 





Tur ;\V = 0 . '500* (TUP 1 L TUP?) - • 50fl* ( TUP J - TUpn *R AT JNT0025 







VUDAV = i"' .C: OC' *(VU 1 r. VUP?) - .C: I)'1*(VU D 1-VtJpn*RAT 
Et;U = 4 . C!)O*/ll(l*(l2-.LlL1.!lD,l~.M . _._ 
lT~P = 71 & (AK1~O~ (7?-l])/~F~O M) 
TT OP= T 1 [. • 5DQ*E.:l!1*IU?A..L ___ _ 
X T n p = X 1 & • 5 f'i ",: E fJ I J * X IJ P A V 
YTnp= Yl & . 500*EQU~~UQA 
TZ = Tl r. FQU*TUPt\V 
X7 = Xl & [QU*XUPAV 





[r: (T 2- T 1> 11 C,J..2 0 t-l2 0.. _______ _ 1 ~lT (1036 
INTOO'" '-/QYTr ( 6 ,!) TUP1,TUPAV 
P1F'1!H(' ** TIME PFVfR.S.A.L 
l,F12. 4 1 




I ~DLICIT ~EAL*8 (A-~~Q-








SU8 P.~UT I IE !lEREQlY_\llIF,ZItlO • .Q1= Y • .LOX !JEROOO 
Or:IF}OO 
DIMENSIO~ V~lUEL1),DERV1 DE~OOO 
Cn~~DN/JUlIA/AKX,~~V I)E~O(l 
COM~"10NJ FA.YELCU 3~1 .. .vXI 1 3-.01 , VYl (3QQL..LJ 13 OQ 4£,LX.T l6.!lOJ • PL Yl (600) t DEPI)OO 
1 PLVX(600) , PLVV{60C ) nfROOO 
IF( llND....G.I ..LlLll L £.0 _ ( nc __ ~ .... ~_. _ __ _ _._ _ _ !)EROOO 
VX = VXT(l) OJ:ROt) ] 
VY = ':LY (1) _ ____ _ _____ DER 00 1 
C=r:J(l) OFQOO] 
GO TD l ________ !J.EPOOI 
COtIJT r UF OEROOI 
CAL L AQ. TLU.U.2 I J!) ••• Ll. \Ix. \IX .. ! .. \1. )LYI, c". C U _______ _ . DEROO 1 
erN T I '" 1 J E I) r- p 0 (I I 
I)vF..G~ = 1.0 _____________ DEROOI 
T!l1J = n~FGA / C**7 OFRonl 
XLJP = AKJ 1:. \l..X*_IUP_. _. ____ ______ __ _ DEROO 
YIJP = AKY & VV*TIJP OFRO(l 
,\1(1 S.Q= .. ClME.GA.# _rll.~ _ =_..A.K.~-ll.Y.~ ___ . _ _0' "_0 _ __ ' ___ DEROO 
AK7 = n5QPT {h~7 ~0,) O~ROO 
DERY t 1} :;..._IllPJA.K..L. __ . ____ . _____ .~_._ OEPOO 
~~qV ( 2 ) = XUP/~KI OERon 
O[D,Y(3 ) ~Y'JrL K.l _____ _____ I)F.POO 
q,ETllRN nER00 
~f\1O __ • __ ..• __ _ ._ _ DER.OO 
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FLOW CHARTS OF ACOUSTIC 
RAY-TRACING COMPUTER PROGRAM 
-140-
I I MPLI C 11 REAL .. 8 (R-H. tJ-Zl I 
C ~COUSTIC RRY-TRACING 
C L8074 R1748210000 1230 OETERT/WEINSTEIN 1/68 
C HOD. Of L8032 
C REf- GEOMETRICRL ACOUSTICS' THEORY ~f WAVES fROM A POINT SOURCE 
C IN A TEMPERATURE ANO WIND-STRATifiED ATMOSPHERE 
C BY ALLAN PIERCE AVSSD-0135-SS-CR 2AUG66 
C SUBRtJU1INES 
C PRRRM 





ICOHMON/fRYE/CI (300l.VXI (300) .VYl (3001.11 (300l.PLXl (SOOl.PLYl(SOOl. J PL YX (6001 • PL YY (SOO) 
,., 
COHHON /JRNET/ NHAX.NPL1.IPRTX 
COHMON/PERRL/110P.T10P.X10P.Y1OP.12.X2.Y2 
DIHENSION TllLE (9) .V1IX (SOO1 .VlI (300l.WDI (300) .PlOCO'l (300l 
OlHENS] ON TEHQ ('300l. ORDTM (9) 
EQUIVRLENCE (V1JX (11 • V1I (1)) • (VTIX (3011 .TEMQ (11) 
I 01 HENS) ON Rosep (9) • ORDPX (9) • ORDPY (9) • OROPT (9) • ORDPe (9) • RsseT (9). I OROll (91. OROXX (91. ORon (9) .ROWD (9) .AOVl (9) .RBK (9) • ORDr (9) 
I 01 MENS] ON ] OfRHl ('3) I REAL "4 INTABO(3001 
1'7 
CONT. ON PC 2 
-141-
'7 









DATA ABSCPI2f(' '. '1 '.6" ' 'I 
DATA OROTM/2f(' '.'TEMP , .6" ' 'I 
DATA OAOPX/2,,' '. 'V'X '.514 ' 'I 
DATA OROPYI2,,' \. 'VY '.614 ' 'I 
DATR OAOPCI2f(' , • 'C ' • 614 ' 'I 
DR1R ABsell2"' '. 'lIME ' • 6" ' 'I 
DATA OR01V2,,' '. '1 '.614 ' 'I 
~'7 
DATA OAOYY 12,,' '. 'Y \ • 5" ' 'I 
DRTA ORO'X'XI2" ' '. '')( '.514 ' 'I 
DATA ABK 12,,' '. 'K ' • 6" ' , , I 
DATA ABWO/211' '. 'W 0 ' .611 ' , , I 
DATA ABV1/'2" ' '. 'Vl ' • 614 ' 'I 
DATA OAOC/'2", '. 'OC/01 \ • 614 ' 'I 
~ I DATA KXP.KYP.NDP.NVP.NSP.NCP.NGP.NXOP.NYOPI I O. 0, 1. 2. 1. !!2. 1. 1. 11 
" I DATA INCflU/6666! 
1'2'30'1 I DATA IDFAM1 I'LOWELL 
7 I DAT~ IPRT.JPL1.IPL1S.IWND'X.IWND I O. O. 1. O. 11 
, 
17 
CflNT. ON PG 3 
PG '2 Of 33 
-142-
'7 
IPRTX ~ 0 
DRTR WINDY I'WIND YES'I 
DRTA WINDN I'WIND NO 'I 



































tONT. ON PG ~ 
-143-
~'7 
















I CRLL SETUP (6HXS .6.XS ) J 
~ ] 
17 













CONT. ON PG 5 
PC ~ Of 33 
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~ 
I CALL SETUP (. I PAT '. ~. I PRT ) 1 
..J 
I 








I CALL SETUP (. I PRT ·.~.IPATX ) I 
J 
1 




Ic READ AND WAITE I NPUT TABLE 1 
,a, 
WAITE (S.ll 
AEAO (5.2) TITLE 




" I READ (5.~) ITEST.11 (NCARDS) • VXI (NCAR OS) • VYI (NCARDS) • TEHQ (NCAROSl 1 
" 
~ 




CI (NCAROS) =OSQRT (CCClNSTN (TEMQ (NCAROS) + TCK)) 
VX I SQ :: VXI (NCAROS) NVX I (NCAROS) 
VY I SQ = VY I (NCAROS) NVY I (NCAAOS) 
VT I (NCM OS) = OSQAT (VX I SQ + VY I SQ) 
WO I (NCAA OS) = OATAN2 (VX I (NCAA OS) • VYI (NCAA OS) ) NAAOOEG 
WA ITE (6.5) NCAAOS. Z I (NCAAOS) • VX I (NCAA OS) • VYI (NCAROS) • 
TEMQ (NCAROSl • C I (NCAADS) 
NCARDS=NCAADS + 1 
CONT. ON PC 7 
PG 6 Of 33 
-146-




lNCRRoS=NCRRoS - 1 I 
., 
- - - - - - - - - -< 00 120 1=2 . NCAROS 
., 
\J-I-1 PLOCOZ (J) = (-CI (J) + C I (I) ) / (Z I (I) - ZI (Jll 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
-120 ~ 
I CONT I NUE 1 
~, 





OCyp .. 16.000 
¢ 











CONT. ON PG 8 
-147-








1'7 I CALL AICRT3(KXP.KYP. WDl. Zl.NPP.NDP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. J 
RBWO • RBSCP.NFP.NGP.DCXP.OCYP.NXOP.XLP.XUP.NYOP.YLP.YUPJ 
~ 
-J 
1'7 I CALL AICRT3(KXP.KYP. Zl.PLOCDZ.NPP.NOP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. J 








- R3 [!tJ 
2000 1 7 









Cr:lNl. ON PC; 9 




CONT. ON PC 10 
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,<;7 





I CON1INUE I 
~'7 I 'XWNO = 1. 006 I 






- - - DO 315 I=1.NCARDS 
'7 I V)(I (11 = VXI (IlH)(IoIND I 
VYI(ll = V'( I (Il HXIoIND 
- - - - - 315 ~ 
I Cr.lN1INUE I 
.. liJ RS 
'320 '7 
I Cr.lN1INUE I 
~'l 
IC LOOP f~R INCREMENTED TI1ETA I 
7 
( DO 150 I=I1HETI.ITHETf.ITHETS - - - t> 20 
~ 
CON1. ON PC 11 






NPLT .. NPL T + 1 
PLYZ CNPL1l .. ZlOP 
PLXT CNPL11 = 110P 
PLYX(NPL1l = X10P 
PLYY CNPL1l .. Yl0P 
NPLT .. NPLT + 1 
PLYZ CNPL1l .. ZSON 
PLXT CNPL1l .. 1101S 
CONT. ON PG 1~ 
-151-
PLYX(NPLT) = XT~TS 





















" I CALL RICRT3(KXP.KYP. PLXT. PLYZ.NPP.NDP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. I ABSCT. ORDZZ.NFP.NGP.DCXP.OCYP.NXOP.XLP.XUP.NYOP.YLP.YUP) 
"'"I 
ICALL PRINTV(3.'EL '.718.1015) 1 
-t1 
~~ 
CONT. ~N PG 13 
J 
PG 12 OF 33 
-152-
,'7 
















1 CALL PP. I NTV (8, • DEGREES',806, 999) I 
_I 
1 


























I CALL PRINTV (8, , DEGREES',806, 9991 , 
J 
"'I 


















COWl. ON PG 15 
PG lli OF 33 
-154-
~ 








I CRLL PRINTV (8. ' DEGAEES'.806. 999) I 
_I 
1 






















CONT. ON PG 16 
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I CALL PRINTV (8, ' DEGREES',806, 999) I 
J 
-I 
'I l CALL AICRT3(KXP,KYP, PLYX, PLYZ,NPP,NDP,NYP.NSP.NCP, TITLE. 
















1 CALL PRINTV (3, 'AZ '.718, 999) 1 
--' 1 





C~NT. ON PG 17 
PG 16 OF 33 
-156-
,'7 
I CRLL PRINTV C8, ' DEGREES',806, 999) 1 
.J 
"1 





I CAll PRINTVC3,'El '.716,1015) I 
_1 
'1 





















ceNT. ON PG 18 
-1 57-
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DO 133 I I Q= 1 • NPL T 
PLYXSQ = PLYX(IIQ)MPLYX(IIQ) 
PUYSQ = PLYY(JJ(~)"PUY(IIQ) 
VT] X (J] Q1 = DSQRl (PL YXSQ -t PLYYSQ) 

















AICRl3(KXP.KYP. VlIX. PLYZ.NPP.NDP.NYP.NSP.NCP. lIlLE. 
ASK. ~ROZZ.NFP.NGP.DCXP.DCYP.NXOP.XLP.XUP.NYOP.YLP.YUP) 
PRINTV (3. 'EL '.718.10151 
LABLV (DPLT. 750.1015.6.1.11) 
PRINTV ( 8.' DEGREES'.806.1015) 
PR I NlY (3. 'AZ '. 71 8. 9991 
LABL Y (PH I I. 750.999.6. 1. ll) 




CONl. ON PG 19 
PG 18 Of 33 
'i I 
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" PLY)(H'X", PLY X (11 
Pl YYH)( = Pl n (11 
PL YVH)( '" Vl IX (11 
PL YIHN = PL YZ (11 
PLYXHN = PlYX(ll 
PLYYHN = PLYY (11 
PLYVHN = V11X (11 
X1HAX '" PLX1(NPPl 
I )(lH1 N = PLXT (11 \ 
\GO 1~ 137 ~~------------------------~ 
~A8 
135 1 
I CON11NUE 1 
I Xll1AX = DI1A'X1 (X1HAX.PLXT (NPP)) I )(lHIN = DI11N1 (XTI1IN.PLXT (11 1 
..... 
137 " 
r CONT I NUE 1 
< 00 1ijO 11=1.NPP - - - t> 20 
" PL YlH)( ,. DHAX 1 (PL YZ (I 11 • PL YZt1)(l 
PL YXI1)( '" OHRX1 (PL YX (I Il • PL YXHXl 
PLYYI1X '" 0l1AX1 (PLn (IIi .PLnt1Xl 
PL Y Vt1)( = DHAX 1 (VT I X (I 11 • PL YVt1Xi 
PLYZHN = DHIN1 (PlYZ(lll .PlYZt1Ni 
PL Y XI1N '" OH I N1 (Pl YX (II) • PL YXt1Nl 
PLYYI1N", DI1IN1 (PLn (IIi .PLnMNl 
PLYVI1N .. 0l1IN1 (VTIX (Ill .PLYVt1Nl 
CONT. ON PG 20 
PC 19 flF 33 
-1 59 -
WRITEC13J NPP,PLXT,PLYZ,PLYX,PLYY,VTIX 
10 - - - t> 1 
?,-,,-----,'-----, 
C PLOT COMPOSIT GRAPHS 





XLP = XTMIN 
XUP = XTMAX 
YLP = PL)'ZMN 
CON1. ON PG 21 




T - - - - - - - - - - - DO 200 I=ITHETI.ITHETF.ITHETS 
READC131 NPP.PLXT.PLYZ.PLYX.PLYY.VTIX 
CALL AICAT3(KXP.KYP. PLXT. PLYZ.NPP.NOP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. 
ABSCT. OROZZ.NFP.NGP.DCXP.DCYP.NXOP.XLP.XUP.NYOP.YLP.YUPi 
1-
CDNT. ON PC 22 
PG 21 Df 33 
-1 61-
u 








'CALL PR I N1V (8, ' oEGAEES',806,101S) , 
JJ ] 
'] 





YLr = PLYXMN 
YUP = rLYXMX 
1'] 









I READ (131 NPr, PDT, PL n. PL YX. PL yy, VTI X J 
1 
CONT. ON PG 23 
PG 22 OF 33 
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22 - - - t>'210 ~, 
I CONTINUE I 
~7 
IREWIND 13 1 
7 
I CALL PAINlV(3,'AZ ',718,1015) I 
_I 
1 














lUP .. PLYYH)( 
~ 
( 00 220 I=lTHETI.ITHETf.ITHETS 
- - - t> 2" 
~ 





I NFP=2 J 
IREAD(13) NPP.PLXT.PLYZ.PLYX.PLYY.VTIX I 
ICALL AICRT3(KXP.KYP. PLXT. PLYY.NPP.NOP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. J ASSCT. OROYY.NFP.NGP.OCXP.OCYP.NXOP.XLP.XUP.NYOP.YLP.YUP) 
23 - - - t> 22fi 1 
,.........--'~----, I CONTI NUE I 
I REWIND 13 I 
I CALL PAINTV(3.'AZ '.718.1015) I 
,.J 
~I 
I CALL LABLV(PHII.7s0.101s.6.1. I!) I 
J 
I CALL PRINTV(8.' DEGREES'.80S.101s) I 
.....J 
~I 
CONT. ON PG 25 
,.J 
I 
PG 214 OF 33 
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CRLL PAINTV (08.WINOL.8~e.999) 
NFp:l 
YLP • PLYZI1N 
YUP III PLYZI1X 
XLP = PLYXI1N )cUP = PLYXI1X 
DO 2~O l=lTHETl.ITHETF.ITHETS 
AEROC1~) NPP.PLXT.PLYZ.PLYX.PLYY.VTIX 
- - - t> 26 
CRLL AICAT3(KXP.KYP. PLYX. PLYZ.NPP.NOP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. 
OADXX. OAOZZ.NFP.NGP.DCXP.OCYP.NXnp.XLP.XUP.NYOP.YLP.YUP) 
., 
TI1AAKQ = PLXTCNPP) 
THAAKX = THARK 






















I TMARKX ;:: TMARKX + TMARK I 
~'7 





25 - - - [> 2~Q ~7 
I C~NTINUE J 
'7 
l REloH NO 13 J 
~7 
~'7 
CCINT. ON PG 27 




CALL PRINTV (8.' DEGREES'.806.101S) 
CALL PRINTV (6. 'TMARK '.718.999) 
CALL LABLV(THARK.77~.999.6.1.~) 
NFP=l 
XLP .. PLYYHN )CLIP .: PL nH)C 
00 2~O I-ITHETI.ITHETF.ITHETS 
~ONT. ON PC 28 




CALL AICRT3(KXP.KTP. PLYY. PLYZ.NPP.NOP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. 
OROYY. ~ROZZ.NFP.NGP.OCXP.OCYP.NXOP.XLP.XUP.NYOP.YLP.YUPJ 
TMARKQ = PLXT (NPPJ 






CALL PL~TV (NXV (XMARKJ • NYV Cl'MARKl .16J 
TMARKX = TMARKX + TMARK 
C~Nl. nN PG 29 
PG 28 Of 33 
rt 
-168-
1 I GO TO 2ijij >ofiE 
~B4 .. 
2116 , '7 
1 CONTINUE J 
27 - - - t> 2110 '7 
, CONTI NUE , 
, 
1 REWIND 131 
'7 




















CON', ON PG 30 
-1 69 -




C XLP = PLYVMN 
C XUP = PLYVMX 
C 00 250 I=ITHETI.ITHETF.ITHETS 
C IF(I.GT.ITHETI) NFP=2 
C REAO(13) NPP.PLXT.PLYZ.PLYX.PLYY.VTIX 
C CALL AICAT3(KXP.KYP. VTIX. PLYZ.NPP.NOP.NVP.NSP.NCP. TITLE. 








CALL PRINTV (3. 'AZ '.718.1015) 
CALL LABLV (PHIl. 750.1015.6.1.1.0 
CALL PRINTV (8.' OEGREES'.806.1015) 
'J 
NFP = 1 
XLP = PL YXMN 
XUP = PLYXMX 
YLP = PL nMN 
YUP = PL nMX 
< 00 260 l=ITHETI.ITHETF.ITHETS 
IF(I.GT.ITHETIJ 
T 
I NFP=2 I 
,'1 
('''NT. eN PG 31 
t> 31 




I RERO (131 NPP.PLXT.PLYZ.PLYX.PLYY.VTIX I 




30 - - - t> 260 
" I CONTINUE I 
" I REWIND 13 I 
'7 
















2000-~ r GO TO 
CONT. ON PG ~2 
-171-
~B6 .. 
1 000 ~ 
l CONT I NUE J 
I CALL FRAMEV (0) I 
,..J 





I FORMAT ('lACCOUSTIC RAY-TRACING'./" ') I 
I FORMAT (SA81 I 
3 1~ 
I FORMAT ('O'.9AS.I/" I'. 7X. 'ZI '.SX. 'VXI '. 7X. 'VYI '.5X. 'TEMP'.ex. 'CI 'J • I' ') 
1 FORMAT (I1.1!F10.0l I 
I FORMAT (lX. 13.Flr..1.3FlO.3.F10.l!) I 
I FCIRMAT (I I ' .. M T"O MANY CARDS FCIR TABLE 'j I 
7 I' 
1 FORMAT ('1 ') I 
, 
C~NT. nN PG 33 





, l.OlAL lIME 
, 101AL X 
, 101AL Y 
o 
I SlOP I 






PC 33 fINAL 
-1 73 -
I MPLI CIT REALM8 (A-H, ~-Z) 
SUBR~UTINE SKDIST (NOPTN,ZS,TS,XS,YS,AKX,AKY,TTOT,XT~T,YTOT,L) 
C MODIDIED FOR PREDICTOR CORRECTOR 
COHMON/FAYEIC I (30m , VX I (30m , VY I (300) ,Z I (30m ,PLXT (6001 ,PL yz (som , 
PL YX (SD01 ,PL n (600) 
COMMON IJANETI NMAX,NPLT,IPRTX 
COMMON/PEARL/ZTOP,TTOP,XTOP,YTOP,T2,X2,Y2 
DIMENSION VALUE (3) ,DERN (3) ,UPBND (3) .DNBND (3) 
COMMON/JULIA/QAKX,QAKY 
RADDEG = 57.295779513100 
AKXKY = AKXHAKX + AKYHAKY QAKX = AKX QAKY = AKY 
T 
110 
WRITE (S, 11 ZS, ZI (NMAX) 
CONT. ON PG 2 
fG OF 10 
-174-
Al 
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 ~---I"-----. 





TM 1 = (1.000 - AKXMVX - AKYMVYl Ie 
AK1SQ = TMIMTMl - AKXKY 
CCINT. ON PG ~ 
. . 




NEQ .. '3 
ORTR UPBNO/1.00-2.2M1.0001 
ONBND (1) = 1. OO-~ 
ONBNO(2) ~ 1.00-2 
ONBNO (3) .. 1.00-2 
FRCTOR ... 500 
ZINO .. IS 
OELI111 = 0.000 
VRLUE (1) .. T5 
VALUEC2i .. XS 
VALUE (3) .. Y5 
WRITE (6.") ZIND. VRLUE 
CONT. ON fiG 5 
-177-
O~ 160 I=IXX.NMAX - - - t>8 
HLI M IT = Z I C 1) 
DEL = OABSCHLIMIT-ZINOl M 1.00-1 
FREQ = 10.ODOMOEL 
LQX = 1 
T 
1116 
CRLL ARTLUC3.HLII1IT .ZI.VX.VXJ.VY.VYI.C.CIl 
CONT. ON PG 6 
PG 5 OF 10 
-178-
A6 
TMI = Cl.000 - RKXNVX - RKYNVY1/C 
RK2SQ = TM1NTMl - RKXKY 
CRLL ROMijRKCNEQ.OEL.VRLUE.DERN.UPBND.DNBNO.FRCTOR.FREQ.HLIMIT. 
LQX.ZINO.OELMIT1 
GO TOC155.155.157.157.155.1561 .LQX 
CONT. ON PC 7 
-179-
NPLT = NPLT + 1 
PLXT (NPL T) = VALUE (1) 
PL YX (NPL T) = VALUE (21 
PL n (NPL T) = VALUE (31 
PLYZ(NPLT) = ZIND 
CRLL RRTLU(2.ZIND.ZI.VX.VXI.VY.VYIl 
Vl = DSQRT(VX~VX + VYMVYl 
1010 = 0.000 
VYVl = VY/VT 
T 
VYVT = oSIGN(1.0DO.VYV11 
1010 = DHACOS(VYVT1"AADOEG 
CI':IN1. ON PG e 






nOT = VRLUE (1) 
XTOT = VRLUE (2) 
YTOT = VRLUE (3) 




I CONTINUE I 
'7 
INTEAP (AKlSQ.RK2SQ.ZI CI-ll.Zl (Il.RKX.RKY.VRLUEi 
" TTOT • T2 XTOT = X2 
nOT = 12 
L=l 









VT= OSQAT(VXTOPMVXTOP + VYTOPMVYTOP) 
1010 =0.000 
VYVT = VY /VT 
F 
IF rvyvT. LT .1. 0001 
T 
I 1oI0=OARCClS (VYVTl MRADOEG I 
IoIAITE(S.10)ZTOP.TTOP.XTOP.YTOP.VT.1oI0 
I FORMAT (' MM ZO = '.\;15.5.2X. 'ZMAX = '.GI5.5) I 
2 ' I FORMRT (' tiM NO RAY AT ALTITUDE OF '. G1 5.5) 1 
I Ff'lRMAT ('0'.9X. 'HEIGHT'.llX. 'TIME'. lOX. 'XDIST'.lOX. 'YOIST'·l 11X. 'VT'.13X. 'WO°. 9X. 'KZ1SQ'.lOX. 'KZ2SQ'.1' ') 
I FORMAT (' '.6F15.1I.2G15.5i I 
5 ., 
I FORMFiT (' .. ~ NOT ENOUGH DATA ') I 
, 
C~NT. ON PG 10 
PG 9 OF 10 
-182-
6 1'7 
I FORMRT (' .... DELZ • '.GIS.5) 1 
7 
" I FORMRT ('1 '.12X. 'RAY PARAMETERS - KX = '.FI2.11.2X. 'KY = '.FI2.111 I 
e ~, 
I FORMAT ( , 
"" SUB DHPCG - IHLF = '. I II) 1 
9 
" I FORMAT (' "" DEL Z TOCI SMALL - DEL Z = '.GIS.51 I 
10 1'7 
I FORMAT ( '0 ' • SF 15. ll. 2X. 'REFlECTI ON' • / ' '1 1 
'1 
I RETURN I 
I END I 
PG 10 FINAL 
-183-
IMPLICIT REALMS (A-H.~-Z) 
SUBROUTINE DNDIST(NOPIN.ZS.TS.XS.YS.AKX.AKY.TT~T.XTOT. YTOT.L) 
C MODIFIED F~R PREDICTOR CORRECTOR 
COMMON/FA)'E/C I (30m. VX I (300) • vn (30m. Z I (3001 • PLXT (som • PL 'rZ (som • 
PL YX (som • PL YY (SOO) 
COMMON IJANETI NMAX.NPLT.IPRTX 
COMMON/PEARL/ZTOP.TT~P.XTOP.YTOP 
D I MENS ION VALUE (3) • DERN (31 • UPBND (31 • DNBND (31 
COMMON/JULIA/QRKX.QRKY 
RRDDEG = 57.295779513100 
RKXKY = AKX~RKX ~ AK'rMAKY QAKX = RKX QAKY = AKY 
IoIRITE(S.ll ZS.ZI (NMAX) 
CON1. t'JN PG 2 
PG OF 9 
-184-
RI 
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,........~ _____ ~ 
TM1 = (1.000 - AKXNVX - AKYMVY)/C 
AK1SQ = TM1MTM1 - AKXKY 
CflNT. fiN PG ~ 
-185-
F 




t WRITE (6.2) Zl t 
t L= -1 t 
., 
I RETURN J 
140 ., 
t C~NTIN~U 
t C INITIAL C~NOITIONS I 
NEQ = 3 
DATA UPBND/1.OD-2.2Nl.0DOI 
DATA DNBND/1.DO-4.2Nl.00-2/ 
FRCTOR = .SOC 
ZIND = ZS 
DEU1 IT = 0.000 
VRLUE (1 i = TS 
VRLlJE (2i = XS 
I VALUE (3) = YS J 
, 
C~NT. "'N PG 4 
PG 3 OF 9 
11 = 15 
Xl = XS 
Y1 = :Y5 
-186-
JZ = IXX + 1 
WAITE (6.5) ZIND. VRLUE 
JZ = JZ - 1 
HLIHIT = ZI (JZ) 
- - - t>8 
DEL = (HLIHIT-ZINOlNl.00-l 
FREQ = IO.OOONDEL 
LQX = 1 
CONT. ON PG 5 
-187-
R2 
CALL AR1LU (3. HLIHIT. ZI. VX. VXI. VY. vn. c. Cll 
1M 1 = (1.000 - AKXMVX - AKY .. VYl/C 




CALL ADHijRK(NEQ.DEL.VHLUE.OERN. UPBND.DNBNO.FAr.T~A.FnEQ.HLlHIT. 
LQX.ZlND.DELMITl 
Gn 1r.1(15S.155.157.1S7.1S5.1561 .U~X 
~AITE (6. 4j 
CONT. ON PG B 
PG 5 OF 9 
.. 
-188-
NPLT = NPlT + 
T1 = Tl + (11 - VALUE (11) 
Xl = Xl + (X 1 - VALUE (2) ) 
n = II + (ll - VALUE (3) ) 
VALUE Cll = T1 
VALUE(2) = Xl 
VALUE C31 = II 
PlXT CNPl T) = VALUE Cl) 
PLYXCNPlT1 = VALUE (21 
PLYYCNPLT1 = VALUEC31 
PLYZ(NPLT1 = ZIND 







+ Vy .. vy, 
VYVT = OSIGNC1.000.VYVT' 
WD = DMRr~SCVYVT'MRAODEG 
C"NT. ON PG t; 
PG 7 Of 9 
-190-
WRITE(S.5) ZIND.VRLUE.VT.WD.RKISQ.RK2SQ 
TTOT = VRLUE (ll 
XTOT = VRLUE (2) 
YTOT = VRLUE (3) 
L = 1 
~R5 .. 
180 ~7 
I WRITE (S.S) RK2SQ.HLIHIT J 
1 ~ 
I FORMRTe· .nf ZO = '.G1S.S.2X.'ZHAX = '.GIS.S) J 
2 ~7 
I FORMRT (' tete NO RRY RT AL T ITUDE OF '. G 15.5) J 
~ 
CONT. ON PG 9 
-191-
I FORMAT C' NM DEL Z TOO SMALL ') I 
S H 
I FORMAT C' '.6F1S.l!.2G1S.51 J 
I FORMAT C' MM K2SQ NEGATIVE - K2SQ = '.G1S.5.' Z = '.G1S.S) J 
I RETURN I 
I END I 
PC 9 FINAL 
-192-
I IHPLI CIT RERL"S (R-H. O-l) I SUBROUTINE INTERP(RKISQ.RK2SQ.ll.l2.AKX.RKY.VALUE) 
~'1 I COHHON/FAYE/C I (3001 • VX I (3001 • VY I (3001 .l I (3001 • PLXT (6001 • PL Yl (6001. I 





T1 = VALUE Cl) XI = VRLUE (2) 
Y1 = VALUE (3) 
'7 












I CALL PARAHCAKX.AKY.C.VX.VY.TUP2.XUP2.YUP2.AK2SQ) 1 
_I 
1 
1'7 I PLlIS = -1. 000 1 DSIG • TUP I" (!2-Z 1) 
., 
ceNT. eN raG 2 
-1 93 -
OENOM = AK1SQ-AK2SQ 
ENUM = AK2SQ ~ AK1SQ/3.000 
RAT = ENUM/OEN~M 
T 
TUPAV = O.SOO.(TUPl ~ TUP21 - .SOO"(TUPI-TUP21~RAT 
XUPAV = O.SOOM(XUP1 ~ XUP21 - .500~(XUP1-XUP21MRAT 
YUPAV = O.500H(YUPl ~ YUP21 - .500~ CYUP1-YUP21HRAT 
EQU = ij.OOOHAKIHCZ2-Z1j/OEN~M 
ZTOP = Zl ~ CAK1SQH(Z2-Z11/0ENOMl 
TTOP= Tl ~ .500~EQUHTUPAV 
XTOP= Xl ~ .500MEQUNXUPAV 
YTOP= Yl ~ .500HEQUHYUPAV 
T2 = T1 ~ EQUHTUPAV 
X2 = Xl ~ EQUNXUPAV 
Y2 = Yl ~ EQUNYUPAV 
CONT. ON PG 3 
PG 2 OF 3 
-194-
FORMRT(' MM TIME REVERSRL 
.Fl2.~) 
INTERP'.6X. 'TUPl = '.Fl2.".3X. 'TUPRV' 
T2=T1 ~ DRBS(EQUMTUPRV) 
I END I 
PG 3 FINAL 
-195-
IMPLICIT REAL-a (A-H.CI-Z) 
SUBROUTINE DEREQ(VALUE.ZIND.DERY.LQX) 
DIMENSION VALUE (ll.DEAY (ll 
C~MMON/JULIA/AKX.AKY 
I COMMON/FAYE/CI (300) • VXI (300) • VYl (300) • ZI (300) • PLXT (SOo) • PL YZ (SOD). 1 PL YX (soO) • PL YY (SOD) 
IF (Z I NO. GT • ZI (1) ) 
T 
'7 
IGO TO 100 ........ 
'7 
IVX=VXI(llJ 
Ivy = VYI(l) I C = CI (ll 
F 
'7 I GO TO 110 ........ .J2l lRlJ 
100 '7 
I CONTINUE J 
I CALL AATLU(3.ZINO.ZI.VX.VXI.vY.vn.C.CIl J 
J 
CONT. ON PG 2 
PO 1 OF 2 
-196-
At 
OMEGA = 1.000 - AKXNVX - AKYMVY 
TUP • OMEGA/CMM2 
XUP - AKX ~ VX~TUP 
TUP - AKT ~ VTMTUP 
AKZSQ= OMEGAN TUP - RKXMAKX - AKYMAKT 
AKZ = DSQRTCAKZSQ) 
DERT(1) = TUP/AKl 
DERY(2) = XUP/AKl 
DERT (3) = YUP/AKZ 
I END I 
PG <:: f lJt8L.. 
-197-





or UP=RKY +VYMOTUP 
AKZSC=BOMMDTUP -AKX M"2-RKYM"2 
I RETURN I 
I END I 
PG 1 FINAL 
